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CAKE HAD AND EATEN 
Under the ferms of the Martin Report, Brisbane is to get 
additional University facilities. The precise form these are to 
take has been left to three bodies: the Australian Universities 
Commission, the University of Queensland and the State 
Government. Following between these two latter bodies press 
releases have informed us that there wil l be a new "Univer-
sity** which wil l not be autonomous to begin with, but wil l 
be part of the University of Queensland. 
Apart from Bedford Park in South 
Australia, which is not yet operating, 
every, other University in Australia (the 
outstanding example being Monash) has 
had autonomy from the beginning. 
Further statements made have indi-
cated that the present administration 
favours "the encouragement" of Part-
Time students to attend this new institu-
tion. 
This obviously affects the choice of 
site. Bald Hills and Eight Mile Plains are 
ruled out, but it wouldn't be surprising 
if great reliance is placed on the likeli-
hood of a vastly expanded Brisbane 
t.-ansport system to justify a site in the 
outer suburbs. 
\t is known that parklands, recreational 
areas and golf courses have been elim-
inated from consideration. A less obvious, 
but far more important factor arising 
from this emphasis on Part-Time stu-
dents relates to the status of this new 
institution. 
PRESTIGE 
It would seem that this new University 
is being set up as an inferior one, and 
since it will be under the control of the 
existing University it can do nothing 
about it. For example, it is claimed that 
good staff will be attracted by advertis-
ing under the name of the University of 
Queensland, yet surely there can be 
little doubt about which Campus will 
obtain the more outstanding lecturers. 
The prestige will be with St. Lucia. 
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The Vice>Chancellor, Sir Fred SchonelJ 
NOT THE CHEAPEST 
Reasons given for the decisions are the 
advantages which flow from being under 
the wing of St. Lucia. In summary there 
are that expensive duplication will be 
avoided. 
Certainly some financial advantages 
will accrue from placing the new uni-
versity under the ultimate control of St. 
Lucia thereby allowing a sharing of 
facilities. However if finance is to be 
the sole criteria, why not sinnpiy expand 
the St. Lucia site? This would be least 
expensive (witness the U.S. multiversity) 
IS LIMITED AUTONOMY 
WORKABLE? 
The most disturbing feature about the 
plans, incomplete as they are at the 
moment. Is the problem of establishing a 
clear delineation of authority between 
St. Lucia and the new institution. This 
laUer Is to have a Principal as overall 
head and professors In charge of depart-
ments. Just what will be the relation be-
tween this principal and a professor? 
What will be the. relation between both 
of these and the Senate and Vice-Chan-
cellor at St. Lucia? Sir Fred has said that 
he will not be required to undergo the 
strain of starting another university in 
addition to Townsvilie. This can be left 
to the principal. Yet on whom will the 
final responsibility fall? 
Indeed, it may be claimed that It is 
unfair to the gentlemen at St. Lucia that 
the men at the new institution will be 
able to "pass the buck" when mistakes 
are made. Surely, if Brisbane is to have 
1 "second University", it must be inde-
pendent if it is to be truly a university. 
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Whilst pursuing my course at this 
University, I have been obliged to study 
Satire to a considerable extent. There-
fore,! fail to see what the articles that 
appeared on pages 2 and 3 in Semper 
Floreat dated Thursday, 24th June, 1965 
have in common with this form of 
literary art. 
With regard to these articles, I should 
like to ask the following questions. 
What literary or any other kind of 
merit does the writer, Michael 
O'Roui'ke, think his articles contain? 
Assuming the Editor has the intelli-
gence to realize that the above question 
is purely rhetorical, why does he in-
clude in his otherwise commendable 
newspaper material that can only be 
classed as pornography? 
"Unimpressed Arts II" 
With reference to the cov.er feature 
and the articles by Mr. O'Rourke in 
Semper Floreat of June 27th, we wish 
to suggest that such material is totally 
out of place in University publication. 
Surely you must realize the limited 
appeal of these outpourings of a per-
verted mind. To devote three entire 
pages of Semper to material parelleling 
in value the contents of numerous poor 
quality magazines designed for such 
male entertaimnent is no credit to your 
editorship. The male attitude prevalent 
throughout the paper could be modified 
by more female presentation on its 
editing committee and a move in that 
direction could be made by more con-
tributions from female students on 
various topics. 
"Unimpressed' 
(Two comments. 1. Re "the outpouring of a per-
verted mind" - this, I suggest, is the outpourings 
0/ a thoughtlessly rash mind. 2. Re more female 
contributions - Semper has received the following 
in an obviously feminine hand: - "For God'ssake 
man", she shrieked, "stop pointing those " 
However, the female representatives on the editing 
committee were unimpressed, Ed.) 
MICHAEL O'ROURKE HAS THIS TO 
SAY: 
"Unimpressed, " who desires to see, 
of all things, a fashion page in Semper, 
condemns the story as the "outpourings 
of a perverted mind". "Unimpressed 
Arts II" regards it as pornography. 
Both agree that it never should have 
been printed, "I have studied satire at 
considerable length for a whole two 
years and this is not it. " And then there 
are the young ladies (strangely enough, 
only women have objected at aU strong-
ly) who have attacked me with their 
moral clubs and threatened to render 
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me insensible. Where are your argu-
ments? Enough of your horrified 
squeals . 
The idea behind the story is scarcely 
very original. It is simply an attack on 
fashion and advertising. It has already 
been said many a time that fashion is 
a tyranny. Everyone knows that, with 
changes in fashion, there are similar 
changes in the emphasis on women's 
figures. Breasts are sometimes "in", 
sometimes "out". There is consequent-
ly a certain amount of pressure on a 
girl to change her natural figure by 
artificial means. Okay, so by now the 
whole thing seems to have degenerated 
into an attack on "falsies" as they are 
(or were once) called. Actually, no. It 
is still an attack on fashion, and, per-
haps more importantly, unethical means 
of advertising. 
I admit to using shock tactics, but I 
was under the impression that they were 
fairly mild. I took some trouble to re-
strain my natural perverted desires 
when writing the last vignette. Actually 
I strongly suspect that the key to the 
whole thing is the line "My CJod, woman, 
stop pointing those things at me'." (In-
cidentally to my eternal shame, I lifted 
this line from a book by Max Shulman.) 
Personally, I think this is highly amu-
sing and not in the slightest bit porno-
graphic. (Pornography—Greek porne, 
a prostitute, + gi^ apny - intended to 
arouse sexual desire.) I defy you to 
pro"e that I intended to arouse sexual 
desire. Look up "perverted" too, hey? 
The front page was a gentle dig at the 
peculiar trends in the advertising of 
female undergarments, etc., I had 
nothing to do with it but I agree with it. 
Some of these ads. make a very blatant 
appeal to sex. 
As for "How Green was Your Sex 
Life, " it was just a rather simple joke. 
Hoo hah. 
And so there is your explanation. 
Now why on earth should I have had to 
explain or justify myself? The whole 
thing was a storm in a teacup, to coin 
a phrase. None of it was particularly 
important, or particularly vicious. 
Next time you feel this overwhelming 
moral revulsion, run to a doctor, or 
else exercise your puny intellects a 
little by trying to find out what the 
article in question means. You are all 
singularly lacking in critical ability 
when your rampant emotions are 
aroused. To hell with the lot of you. I 
have no patience with tripe unless I 
write it myself. 
Sir, 
I am heartily sick of your hypocritical 
insistence on laughingat sex. Good luck 
to the advertising industry if they use 
it. Why must my enjoyment be perverted 
by the intrusion of a point in articles? 
Rabelais would have told that egg-
head O'Rourke what to do. 
B. Toohey. 
Sir, 
"Disgusted English I Honours Student 
("A Challenge", S. F, 8/7/65) has ob-
viously had his (or her) head filled with 
a lot of ideas far removed from reality. 
Here in the Science Faculty, we face 
the cold hard facts of life: - A liberal 
education is a fiction'. For a degree, 
and we can therefore say, a fairly 
certain job, we must score twenty-eight 
units in, generally, three or four years. 
There is just not enough time to indulge 
in all these flowery (or floury) mental 
gymnastics. "Is there a distinction be-
tween logic and reality?" asks "Dis-
gusted". I should say there is: - if 
logic will not help you get those units -
scrap it, and find yourself a naive 
demonstrator who thinks you just want 
to be friendly. "Does scientific method 
aim at the discovery of the nature of 
reality or simply the manufacture of 
intellectual conceptions?" - What is 
"scientific method? " I have never heard 
it mentioned in lectures, tutorials or 
even in the refec. 
The only practical reason I can see 
for not shifting the whole bang lot to 
George St. is that the names on the 
front of the buildings would have to be 
scratched off the "lovely sandstone", 
and that is just not worth the trouble. 
Equally Disgusted Science Student 
Sir, 
Re your Sinful Scientific Semper -
how highly humorous, intelligent, in-
genious, invigourating, trim, taut, 
terrific. 
Ex-Bacteriologist 
Dear Sir, 
Throughout history mankind has lived 
under governments - some 96,000 in 
all. These governments have been res -
ponsible for about 1,450 arms races, 
1,440 resulting in wars. Without 
governments there would have been no 
Ceasars, no Hitlers, none ofthe various 
empires, no Cub as and no Vietnams. 
Anarchism proposed an alternative 
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Letters (cont'd) 
to the socially detrimental and Intel-
lectually restrictive results of imper-
sonal authoritarian organization. Ideas 
of freedom, co-operation and the dignity 
of the individual may be investigated 
through participation in the newly 
formed Brisbane Anarchist Federation. 
This open association of completely 
autonomous individuals is without con-
stitutions, rules, officers and five bobs, 
and provided a new field of operation 
for student liberarian thinkers. 
Enquiries are welcomed at 41 Ryans 
Road, St. Lucia - or by phoning 4 t3430. 
Yours fraternally, 
Kit Giiyatt 
(Arts/Soc. Studies I) 
Dear Sir, 
The article on History of Science 
(Semper 8/7/65) as presented to Science 
Students at the Queensland University 
moved me to tears - tears of laughter, 
derision and scorn. It gives me the 
impression that its author could not 
take Physics and like it. 
I do now know how much of that article 
is "parrotted", so to speak, and how 
much of it is original criticism. Students 
should always be wary of criticising 
those fields at which they are not expert, 
but, unfortunately, it is too easy to do. 
The first point that "Disgusted" makes 
is that a knowledge of the history, 
methodology and social implications of 
science is "vital to a proper under-
standing of science subjects". I cannot 
agree'. A Physicist can never gain a 
better understandingot quantum theory 
by studying the history of science for 
his work is one that is steeped in higher 
mathematical techniques and abstract 
concepts. But if this person was a 
lecturer, a study of the history of 
science may yield a good way of teaching 
quantum theory - in this case the 
approach may be made through the 
mechanical model of the atom. Similar 
remarks apply to the chemist, geologist, 
mathematician, biochemist, etc. 
*Hi8 statement that "Students and other 
members of the Science Faculty are 
chary of questioning the accepted dog-
mas of their faculty", is absurd. Surely 
this objected, disgusted and disillusion-
ed English I Honours Student doesn't 
believe that the influence of the Uni-
versity Senate goes that far. (I know 
the "D.E.I.H.S." does not refer to the 
Senate but the gross extention of his 
statement should make the absurdity 
clear.) No sensible Science student is 
goint to accept every fact and detail 
presented to him while he is at St. Lucia 
by his lecturers and professors as the 
very word of the gods and hence as law. 
As to the "liberating" of Science 
students'minds, I can assure "D.E.LKS." 
that quite a few lecturers discuss their 
subject in such a way that the student 
finds himself thinking topics out for 
himself - and thoughts have wings. I 
should remind "Disgusted" that the 
University is no place for "spoon-feed-
ing". In fact I'm quite sure that many 
lecturers wouldbe quite offended if they 
were regarded as mere machines for 
turning out dogmatic, mechanical, 
mentally-bogged Bachelors of Science, 
"Disgusted" then goes on to ask 
certain questions. In the main these 
deal with points of philosophy and one 
does not need to be a Galileo to point 
out that philosophy is a field where one 
speculates and where philosophers 
agree on only one point - that they are 
right. To see such chaos in the Science 
faculty would not be a good thing. "Dis-
gusted's" questions on methods of in-
vestigation only are worth while con-
sidering. 
"D.E.I.H.S's" statement relating 
to History of Science and its connection 
with high-school teaching is really 
brilliant. For what other reason would 
the Faculty of Education run such a 
course ? 
Finally, I take a dislike to the state-
ment that unless specific conditions 
are met a movement of "Science 
Students to George Street" will have to 
be undertaken. I do not believe that a 
few thousand Science students come here 
to be scientific fitters and turners any 
more than English students come here 
to be librarians. 
K.N. Wise, Physics III 
Sir, 
In the interests of some aesthetically 
hurt feelings, couldn't somethmg be 
done about the men's toilets in the main 
building. Unfortunately they are not 
sequestered in an inoffensive place. 
Surely, for the advance of health and 
hygiene, a bottle or two of air-wick 
could not go amiss. 
Arts II Student 
Semper has received a long letter 
from Bruce McFarlane, A.N.U., sug-
gesting that, contrary to F. Gardiner's 
report (S.F. 10/6/65), the Australian 
Student Labour Federation Congress 
was a success. Anyone interested can 
see the reasons Mr. McFarlane gives 
at Semper Office. 
rosT iSi^ 
A BRIEF CASE CARRYING STAT. MATHS IIA 
NOTES, IN THE BUS LEAVING UNIVERSITY AT 
8.5 P.M. on 16th JUNE. 
IF ANYONE HAS EXCHANGED HIS OR HER BAG 
BY MISTAKE, PLEASE INFORM THE SEMPER 
FLOREAT OFFICE. 
THANK YOU. 
MISCHIEF MAKER 
Dear Sir, 
As you know "Abschol Week" is with 
us again and many students have been 
asked to give to this worthy cause. 
Recently I heard that these donations 
were not actually used for putting 
aborigines through Universities but 
were used for sending delegates from 
this University down to Canberra for a 
two week "conference" in the August 
vacation. 
I thought, up until now that these do-
nations were used directly to finance 
education for aboriginal students. How-
ever, I am not going to pay to send 
some delegates down to Canberra by 
air for a two week, all expenses paid 
trip when I think that could be done just 
by two students travelling by train and 
staying only a week. Is this actually 
the purpose of "Abschol" in this Uni-
versity? 
I would be grateful if one of the Com-
mittee members could publish a state-
ment in Semper showing how much was 
raised last year and how these funds 
were actually appropriated. 
John Griffiths 
REPLY : 
ABSCHOL is not unique among na-
tional organisations in ,that it must 
spenc^some moneys on administration. 
However, this rumour, perveyed about 
the campus duringthe appeal, is a gross 
distortion of the truth. 
The national administration fund of 
ABSCHOL pays second class rail fare 
and minimum accommodation for one 
delegate from each University to the 
National Conference. Further finance 
is furnished by NUAUS and from the 
pockets of delegates. Two Queensland 
representatives attended this year's 
three-day Conference in Sydney, and as 
yet have received no reimbursement. 
With respect to "appropriations" 
from appeal donations: at the beginning 
of last year the local ABSCHOL account 
stood at £300; it now stands at £1,500; 
payments of £335 have been made com-
prising: - £35, local admin., £150 to 
Scholarships (National Trust Fund) 
£150 to National Admin. Fund. 
Thus ABSCHOL in Queensland has 
accumulated £1,500, which now will be 
judiciously disbursed to provide 
Scholarships to selected Aboriginal 
high-school and matriculation students 
who otherwise would be unable to gain 
a University education. 
Ron Marshall, 
(for Local ABSCHOL committee) 
It is emphasized that the following does not necess-
arily represent the views of Semper. 
THE REFEC. 
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HOW AND WHY 
F.R. BRAZIL 
Honorary Treasurer and 
Chairman Special Sub-committee to 
Investigate Refectory Prices 
Every year around this time candidates for Union elec-
tions pour forth promises of lower prices and better service 
in the refectory. Students generally sometimes express dis-
satisfaction with the trading operations of the Union. In view 
of this and the fact that a slight though not general rise in 
prices appears necessary, it is high time the ordinary 
student became informed as to just what the refec. is, how 
it is controlled and why many of the existing situations are 
what they are. 
The refectory and union buildings are controlled by a 
special committee of the Union known as the House Com-
mittee. The membership comprises a chairman, four 
undergraduates, and four graduates elected by Union Council. 
In addition to these there are two representatives of the 
University Senate, two members of the University Academic 
Staff, the Registrar of the University, and the President, 
Honorary Secretary and Honorary Treasurer of the Union 
as ex officio members. Thus it can be seen that this com-
mittee is very stable and not given to rash or unjust 
decisions. 
While prices of goods in the refectory may vary slightly 
from those charged on individual items in similar institutions, 
the prices overall do not vary significantly and a close watch 
is kept on prices in other caielorias to ensure that ours do 
not fall out of line. The logical question which may arise now 
is "But the Refectory is supposed to be a non-profit student 
service. " If the prices are the same and the refec. does not 
make any profit where does all the money go, why isn't the 
service better?" Well here are a few solid reaons why. 
Most importantly, the University academic year is 
thirty lecturing weeks. This means that many fixed overhead 
costs such as depreciation and building maintenance have to 
be recovered at a much greater rate. Also during the slack 
period of the year staff and electricity costs are higher than 
can be met by the volume of sales. Even during the busy 
periods the majority of staff must be hired at casual rates 
which<are higher than those for permanent staff since we 
cannot provide employment for a full year and during odd 
periods within the year. The fact that large numbers of 
students have to be catered for dur ing some periods while at 
other times the refectory is nearly empty leads to a high 
overhead cost. The refectory provides more than just cafe-
teria facilities; how many students spend hours in the 
refectory yet buy only a cup of coffee. Thus the refectory 
doubles as a lounge area. This means that the facilities are 
able to serve fewer students than are required for maximum 
efficiency. Whilst some facets of the service are presently 
inadequate (long queues and seating shortage will he elimi-
nated with the opening of the new building) every attempt is 
made to cater for the student e.g. four different types of 
meat pie are available, and the number of other lines are 
far more than adequate. Providing more than an essential 
service costs money'. Generally it is found also that some 
students do not always act as adults with their due respon-
sibilities. How many flat dwellers obtain suger, ash trays 
and cutlery from the refectory. Malted milk cannisters are 
found crumpled and coffee cups and plates are often found 
in other parts of the campus. Replacements this year will 
cost the Union £1,500. 
You may well cry -"The refectory is inefficient, sack 
the manager, call in management consultant". These cries 
have been heard for years and heeded. Time and motion 
studies have been carried out by qualified people; one 
engineering graduate wrote an honours thesis on the flows 
of people and goods in the refectory. A representative of a 
management consulting firm was approached but he indi-
cated that in view of the many modifications to normal and 
efficient running which have been mentioned earlier in this 
article no substantial improvements could be made and in 
the light of the cost involved, it would be an inadvisable 
action. A thorough analysis has been made of schemes such 
as closing during vacations, raising prices during the 
vacation, and raising prices in the Page Hanify Dining Room 
and on outside catering. Some of these have been adopted, 
some rejected and some are still under consideration. 
The only way in which prices could be lowered would 
be by a direct subsidy and this would need to be an internal 
one, i .e. it would necessitate an increased Union fee or a 
reduction in grants to clubs and societies. Semper, and 
student activity in general. This would be unfair to those 
students who are either not in the St. Lucia Area or do not 
use the refectory so frequently. 
Thus the student should be aware that those who are 
responsible for the running of the refectory are ever aware 
of the students' wishes and requirements and are always 
active to see that maximum possible benefit is available to 
the Members of the Union. 
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Some of you might be interested to 
know that this year in Semper an 
electric typewriter has been used in-
stead of linotype setting. (What an off-
handedly trivial way to start my one 
written splurge for the year'.) The 
original copy has to be typed twice to 
obtain the appropriate spacing for 
justified columns (i.e. with the right 
hand side straight-edged). Even so this 
method results in cost savings of 40?o. 
The disadvantage is the reduced range 
of typefaces. 
The columns are then "laid out", this 
is a technical term for theartof fitting 
the columns onto a page. The usual 
practice has been to paste up from the 
bottom right hand corner and use what's 
over for the heading. It is not so much 
modesty but usually a lack of talent and 
time which has prevented more pains 
from been taken to seduce you into 
reading Semper. Letter set transferred) 
headings are preferred, although hand 
done ones and ones stolen from other 
magazines are used when suitable, or 
when laziness prevails. 
The pages, which must total some 
multiple of four, are then taken to the 
printers where they are photographed, 
plates are made and Semper once more 
churned out. The offset printing process 
used eliminates expensive blocks and 
hand setting of headings. 
THE BEGINNINGS 
Such people as Ian Lincoln, Peter 
McCawley and Michael Ong have laid 
out attractive pages, and, perhaps, to 
your regret enticed you into reading 
something. This prompts the question 
just what should go in a university 
paper? The present page size is the 
size it is (NOT "Half Size"), not only 
because it is easier to handle and to 
lay out,but also as a result of a con-
sideration of the nature of Semper. 
Although it may contain news items. 
Semper cannot be primarily a news-
paper while it appears fortnightly. Thus 
this year "a publication of the U. of Q. 
Union" has replaced "the newspaper of 
the U. ofQ. Union". (Ah'. What power 
an editor has to indulge his subversive 
and-crackpot ideas'.) 
Neither should it attempt to fill the 
gap left by our defunct Galmabra.Too 
often in the past Semper has been the 
receptacle for term assignments or 
CHADWICK'S 
CASKET 
AGENCY 
BOOKS, GIFTS, 
GREETING CARDS, 
STATIONERY, 
MAGAZINES 
Agents for N.S.W. 
Savings Bank 
St. Lucia Shopping Centre 
Hawken Drive 
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amateur ramblings in politics, philos-
ophy, literature, religion, etc. Articles 
in these fields have appeared this year 
(e.g. Balwin, de Chardin) but have not 
been allowed to dominate the paper. 
Competent and more exhaustive essays 
can be found in the many professional 
reviews and journals available in the 
libraries. Students who wish to express 
themselves on these matters should be 
able to do so in a wide range of serious 
magazines. In this Uni. there now 
exist fairly satisfactory political and 
religious magazines. The literary 
magazine is perhaps too well establish-
ed - too complacent. Progress seems 
to be being made for social studies 
students and it can be said that the 
Architects have a beautiful production. 
In Capricorn Geography Society r e -
ports intrude with apparent reluctance 
among the academic matter but one 
can't help feeling that in faculty journals 
the front half is only there as "proof" 
of the "hardness" of a professional 
course. 
The cream of all these intellectual 
endeavours should combine in Galmah-
ra - the University of Queensland 
Union's Magazine. 
WHAT IS LEFT FOR SEMPER? 
I consider Semper's characteristic 
function should be to examine critically 
various institutions and modes of be-
haviour imbedded in university life e. g. 
what is the purpose of Commem and 
are all the activities associated with it 
desirable ? Beyond the fresher system 
it may be pertinent to ask why have 
colleges if they are only an imperfect 
imitation of the British model? What 
is the function of the Union? Are the 
best men running for office ? Even the 
place of Miss Uni quest in a university 
can be questioned. 
Study itself presents the obvious field 
which warrants investigation. Is the 
university simply a degree shop? Does 
it matter if it is ? If so, who is to blame? 
Do the staff care enough about instilling 
into their students a zeal for learning? 
Should they care at all?Is example 
enough? 
On all these matters it is easy to 
appear moralistic and intellectually 
snobbish. What must be realized is that 
the editor is not sitting in judgement of 
others but is simply asking if they have 
fully explored other attitudes before 
rejecting them. If the status quo is 
sufficiently justified by its workability 
than I can only hope it becomes tradi-
tional for Semper to question the com-
ponents of our campus. It is noted in 
passing that there is no need for 
answers for the process to be salutary. 
fEarlier in this article I omitted 
suggesting a philosophy magazine be 
established.) 
It is fair to criticise Semper this year 
for not acting thoughtfully enough on 
these principles. In most issues more 
planning and consultation should have 
been engaged in before becoming em-
broiled in the production. 
When topics are of direct concern to 
students impact can be achieved if care 
to taken in the writing and presentation 
of the material. The page on the Econ. 
Dept. is one of the few successful 
examples this year. Once it is decided 
that a topic is worth dealing with, then 
it should be done as well as possible. 
Last year in an editorial entitled with 
a delicate perversion of Cardinal New-
man's 'Apoligio Pro Vita Sua' Humphrey 
McQueen complained of the work in-
volved in student editorship. The 
prob lem is that few people are prepared 
to do the research necessary for a good 
feature article. Such writers as Michael 
O'Rourke, Mike O'Neill and Peter Mc 
Cawley are very readable but their time 
is limited. Apart from being not fully 
aware of the opportunities afforded by 
the offset process people like myself 
simply haven't a flair for impressive 
layouts. Others have. Thus, while help 
is welcomed with these three aspects, 
if Semper is dull, profuse apologies 
will not be forthcoming. 
X < K )C 
If Semper should be constructed 
around articles on academic matters 
rather than academic articles or news 
items involving "campus personalities" 
and a seemingly inevitable "clever" 
journalese, what else should appear ? 
One important function is publicity for 
such things as Ferry Campaigns, WUS 
and Abschol and the encouragement via 
reviews of the little magazines and 
dramatic productions which can't attain 
mention elsewhere. A letters section 
is useful. The material and extent of 
the Sports pages needs more careful 
examination. The segments designed 
simply for entertainment must be ex-
pected to depend on how insensitive the 
editor is to recognising the idiosyn-
cratic nature of his sense of humour 
yet they should be persevered with^if 
only to counter other shortcomii^s. 
Enough on demonstrating how to fill 
up Semper'. Let us hope that next year 
more really can be said than it 'bomes 
out". 
CENSORSHIP 
Since the printers do no setting, 
censorship occurs only if the manage-
ment of "this old and established firm" 
which is "in Queensland not N.S.W." 
notices something unprintable. They, 
understandably, safeguard themselves 
by referring to their solicitor who, it 
may be said, has a word fetishism -
context and intent are ignored. Every 
"b . , " is assiduously tracked down and 
eliminated, even though once, when it 
occurred in a "take off", they believed 
it belonged to an actual exerpt from a 
novel on sale in Queensland.(The only 
way to overrule this solicitor's opinion 
is to obtain a barrister 's opinion or a 
judge's decision.) 
Tlie Union has agreed that it is best 
not to interfere with Semper, the only 
other form of censorship being a legally 
impotent "establishment" one e.g. the 
Vice Chancellor mentioned the Senate's 
Church - induced disapproval of the 
altered version of "The Last Supper". 
# J A h 
Nominations are called for the positions of Orien-
tation Directors for 1966. 
These positions will be filled at the Union Council 
meeting on Thursday, 22nd July, Interested people 
should contact thc undersigned at Union Office. 
A.D. MIKKELSEN 
Honorary Secretary, 
Danielle 
Art 
Florists 
2 6 2 7 0 
HOTEL DANIELL 
BUILDING 
FOR CORSAGES. 
BOUQUETS, Etc. 
We Deliver lo Collegei 
FREE OF COSTS 
UNSURPASSED 
IN QUALITY 
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WHAT A STUDEMT NEWSPAPER SHOULD NOT BB LIES 
The H.a.l,lF,S. Is publishing a itudBnt newa Bagwlm, f i r s t Issoi to 
appear on the 29th July, and «» would l ike your co-operaUon in a u p p ^ n g 
MB With material concerning your ovn Qampue. 
Primarily, ve are seeking current social imrs on and arooad the canpue 
for a column a la John Howard's "Gang Gang« - peculiar, insignif icant ' 
l i t t l e happenings, to e i ther unknown or well known persone, which 
collectlTOly wi l l senre to himnise academic l i f e , and reduce i t s present 
self-consciousness and bring i t down to r e a l i t y . 
In parenthesis with th i s , we wish to pubUsh thumbnail por t ra i t s of leading 
personal i t ies (notorious - preferably - or otherwise; whether student, 
lec turer or d r i f t e r ) on your canrpus. These wi l l , in future issues, 
be added to by renorts on thei r current a c t i v i t i e s . In th i s way, ve 
hope to establish Australian campus legend. 
GUEST EDITORS 
Michael Ong guest edited the pre-
Commem Semper primarily to leave 
me free for the Commem one. It soon 
became apparent that other advantages 
followed from guest editorships: namely 
a fresh and different type of Semper. 
Ongwas game to comriiission something 
new on student apathy and his middle 
page spread on refec, conversations 
highlighted the stagnation from year to 
year. 
McCawleys spectacular pages on 
Vietnam sparked off much student dis-
cussion and his middle pages informed 
Queensland students on an important 
academic issue. 
Barnes's Semper appealed to interests 
I was incapable of catering for. 
Thus I feel the new ideas introduced 
make the practice worth continuing. 
Edited by Brian Toohey 
Printed by 
Watson and Ferguson. 
- b r i n g : 
• b a c k : 
:w u s; 
• s ign: 
PETER SHEARER PTY. LTD. 
230 EDWARD STREET, BRISBANE 
1st Floor (Colony Club Entrance) 
We have pleasure in advising you that through arrangements with your Union 
you are now able to purchase at wholesale from us all mens apparel and leather 
goods. Listed below are approximate retail prices which compared with ours show 
the vast saving available to you. 
Retail 
23 i - 25 i 
£6/19/6-£7/7/0 
49/6-65/-
styles) 
} 
£5/19/6 
9 0 / - £ 5 / 1 9 / 6 
69/11-49/6 
6 1 / -
Simitar Discounts 
Suits (all 
Trousers 
White Business Shirts 
Sports Wear 
Casual Trousers 
Shorts (all styles) 
Sports Shirts 
Doctors Coats 
Dental Coats 
Lab, Coat 
Track Suits 
Al l Brief Cases 
Shoes (all styles) 
Full stock of 
Underwear 
Ties 
Belts 
Socks 
Manchester 
Stockings 
Entrance to warehouse by Union Card only. 
Our Price 
£16/12/6-£18i 
£4/IO/0-£5/0/0 
35/_.45/-
£3/15/0 
40/--69/6 
36/-45/-
49/6 
£5/5/0 83/6 
£4/I9/6-£7/19/6 £3/5/0-£4/19/6 
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There are two ways of becoming a solicitor in Queensland - via the articled 
clerks course or ihe LLB degree. The former involves a minimum of 5 years 
as an articled clerk, the latter a minimum of 3 years of articles and 7 or morel 
years if it is done entirely part time. Most LLB students spend 2 or 3 years 
full time, but all most serve at least 3 years articles. 
r-ull 1^  i!i ii 111 Uii'ir l,"r'l-lii|i-v' jii<iL;[ii<-iii tiir ' 'niiitiiiiinMMitli 
u- h.rll n i l iavf l:i\lrd in ;i> .irf--(i',(if If.- thi- iiuthud .•(i|r,jit<-,i 
ir Ac; ill iMi>"'ti<iri t ' l i i i i i tr i i j iiiic.-,- mill i-M:ilili>ii ;i iii;irk<'ri(iL' 
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-v-- tc i t l , i'\<'ll UiiiiiLlli t i n ' I i i i m i l ' i l i u i M l t l i ( i i i \ ( T i i l i i r m :ur . ' ; in-
ihat such il jinlicv i> iti tin- h o t inl'-rc>ls nf t in' Aii.-tr.ili.iii JM'I 
>!icli il rcMilt commit fail h\ cmi -c rci.'ri;is. Itiit t l i o c i i irnn\ i-nii-
.ir>' liiilttc t'l i\iM fnnii ii w r i t l m ('()ii.-.titiitiiiii. Tlu'ir l .nrii-
liinii'tt iirrlvc at ;uiv <'imiliisiiiii s a v tlmt t l icv (niijij (In! '_'i\c r 
III t i l l ' n:.-;|)(illilclit-.' (•(illtiMltinll n m - ^ i s t c i i ' l v « i t l i ; i! iy c u t i - t n i c 
.';iti-.!ic<| 
ell is iu acriird wi th s 
it clTcit Wii i iM .Ullnl l 
before 
'•iiti.-,triiiTij;, (he ( ( las t i t i i tKin . . (fi.tf f.s tiot t(n'ir hordsiiiji,'- iiiiicrinti. 
'I'lic ( ' imsl it i i t ini i , iiiclinliiii; sec . ;ci. ctiilKirlicil tin' will of i l i c jicojilc 
"f Auslriiiiii , iMiii I'aii imly he ;ilt.Tc(i h y tin- will (if the |HM(|ih' nl 
lAiistriiliii cxjircssitl iiccnnlin^' tn ihc )jruvi>i(uis ot sec . I'JH. 
Thnii^li thi'ir l innlsl i i j is AV n-vcrsiiiji tin- di't-isinn nf t h e ilifili 
t r i a l . . 
' 'oiirt, t h e y ilii .so w i t h tin- greatest rcsjicct for t h f (i[iini(m.s of tin-
<li>tiiii?iiisln'(l Juiijzcs w h o jiiivc thoiif^ht, i l i i lcrc i i t ly , iiml t h e y d o so 
« i th iicculiiir (litlidciice and rchut i i i i cc nn ;i cniisfitiitidriii! mat ter . 
Some notes on the Articled Clerk System.. 
PEONS OR PRIVELEGED? 
Salaries range from £6 per week for first year to £16 for final years. Some arts 
graduates are on £8 and £9. 
Conditions vary from firm to firm. In some the articled clerk is little more than 
an underpaid office boy, in others a real effort is made to teach things which 
can't be obtained in academic courses. 
AVAILABILITY OF POSITIONS 
2 years ago there were more vacancies than applicants - now the reverse is 
the case. Moreover it is now more difficult for a student doing the LLB course 
to take articles. The position is becoming such that is may well be of no partic-
ular advantage for a student to do the LLB course rather than do part-time 
articled Clerk's Course. 
ATTITUDES TO PAY 
A. Solicitors 
Arguments for a system which does provide very cheap labour involve: 
(i) harking back to the old days when articled clerks had to pay a premium 
for the privelege of doing articles and,so feeling, the youngsters today 
should consider themselves lucky. 
(ii) complaining that they don't get their money worth by employing articled 
clerks who are always attempting to shirk word to study and who may make 
costly mistakes in the process of learning. 
(iii) claiming that low wages are good for their character - ensures they 
really want to be solicitors. 
B. Articled Clerks 
(i) Many accept it unthinkingly and will continue it similarly when they are 
through. 
(ii) ^Others regard the process of doing articles as a kind of test - an arduous 
initiation,the completion of which entitles one to membership in a small 
select group. This later is its own reward apparently, although the asso-
ciated income is an incentive too. 
The greatest objection to the low pay is that it is hard for persons without 
independent means (i.e. usually parental support) to take articles and so the 
profession loses by denying opportunities to capable men. 
Even if the pay conditions and number of positions available were improved, 
objections can still be raised against the aspect of the articled clerk system 
which allows people to become members of a "learned" profession" without 
imbibing the atmosphere of a university as day students. Degrees need not be 
granted until two or three years practical experience has been gained following 
four or three years full time studies. 
In conclusion it may be said that the articled clerks are not so much gutless 
or snobbish for not revolting but rather they are mesmerized by the traditional 
aura of "dignity" surrounding the legal profession. 
It is a popular conception that 
lawyers -judges, barristers, solicitors 
and their lackeys - are engaged in the 
admihistration of justice. It is also a 
popular conception that the course of 
justice is imbededby too much legalism. 
As the above quotation shows there is 
some truth in this belief. The United 
States of America aliso has a written 
constitutionbuttheU.S. Supreme Court 
has never failed to find within it the 
powers necessary for the government 
to work within a clmnging environment. 
The words of Mr. Chief Justice Mar-
shall, one of the early Chief Justices 
are memorable, "We must never forget 
that it is a constitution that we are 
construing". 
A constitution is a document drawn 
years ago by politicians who could not 
be expected,to foresee the requirements 
necessary for the nation to meet future 
problems. Here in Australia vital 
measures can be hamstrung by judges 
adhering strictly to the wording of our 
constitution. 
Away with written constitutions. 
NUDES! UmmMm! 
A university is a conservative place 
and the Law School (having the formation 
of professional men in its trust) is more 
conservative than other parts. 
It is understandable that some mem-
bers of the Law School should look back 
with pride to the green days of the 
common law in the thirteenth century. 
With the Law School steeped in this 
sense of antiquity - it is understandable 
that a Land Law problem set by the 
department which a. group of students 
privately submitted to the Chief Justice 
ofthe High Court (Sir Garfield Barwicl^ 
and his fellow Justices should have re -
ceived only 32 marks out of 10. 
Nevertheless Land Law has been 
developed since the thirteenth century 
by the courts and the regretful hind-
sights of one Law Professor in the 
Commonwealth are unlikely to reverse 
the developments made by the courts. 
(More is the Chief Justice likely to lose 
his job at this stage because of a belated 
reappraisal of his legal abilities.) 
WALL STREET The Other Las Vagas 
Nicholas Darvas, Rigby 1964 - 27/6 
The irony of this book is that the 
author, who wholeheartedly supports 
the existence of stock exchanges,frank-
ly and expertly reveals the many mis-
conceptions and the corruption which 
pervade the stock market. Darvas, who 
in six years made $2,000,000 on the 
New York stock exchange, claims his 
success is based on an understanding 
of the realities of the situation:- the 
ideal of a peoples capitalism with every-
one having shares in American business 
is a myth - "Brokerage commissions 
are the primary reason for the existence 
of organized stock exchanges", a firm 
cares little about the prices of its 
shares except as they affect its ability 
to raise more capital in accordance 
with the motto "Why go bankrupt when 
you can go Public"^"; as J. P. Morgan 
said: "You can be sure only of one thing 
about share prices - they'11 fluctuate" -
the essential reality is that a stock ex-
change is one vast casino where prices 
are determined by gambles as to the 
future. 
Darvas, as I have said, is frank -
"To suggest that such fluctuations of 
price in any commodity could serve the 
public interest is insane". It can how-
ever, benefit an expert speculator like 
himself. 
His scorn for investnient analysts 
and advisers comes from his own dis-
astrous experience of buying shares in 
companies whose past record and as-
sured prosperous future seemed to 
augur for steadily rising prices. He 
constructed elegant and elaborate charts 
from F.W. Stephens Graphic Stocks, 
or Standard and Poor's guide, Barrens 
weekly publication and the Wall Street 
Journal all of which failed to predict 
share prices except by chance. 
Darvas claims that shares prices on 
the N. Y. Stock Exchange do not depend 
on a firm's performance. (This may 
not apply in Queensland - witness Mt. 
Isa and the strike.) He gives many illus-
trations, one being of a firm in the 
glamour electronics industry whose 
shares continued to rise in price despite 
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increased losses in three consecutive 
years. Many buyers don't even know 
the field their firm is in. Share prices 
depend on a simple economic law. If 
enough people act on the expectation 
that prices will rise, they will rise. 
His system then involves buying, not 
according to the Rothchild maxim 'Buy 
cheap sell dear", but "when the ticker 
shows the price is going up - whether 
I buy cheap or dear and it won't matter 
the coupler isgaffingthewheelor not", 
(the point here is that his system is 
oblivious to the reasons for price 
fluctuations, even ones stemming from 
such things as the Swan Finch scandal 
or the painting of the tape by specialists 
i.e. brokers whose job is to stabilize 
the price of one stock . He "never sells 
a stock while it's rising. Why get off 
a winning horse? And never holds one 
that is declining. Why stay with a loser ? 
There will be time enough to ride him 
when he pulls ahead ofthe field. " When 
deciding which rising shares to buy he 
chooses only ones about to pass their 
historic peak and does in fact note their 
"worth", but only in so far as this con-
sideration influences the big institu-
tional buyers who can force prices 
very high. His choice is narrowed to 
?hares with a high volume of sales. 
Darvas must win. Never again will a 
broker by frequent buying and selling 
take a commission of $3,000 and a 
profit of $300 for a holidaying Darvas. 
People interested in further reading on 
the corruption within a stock exchange 
will find Vere-Smith's well-known 
"Ignominy Ignored" instructive 
People interested in the corruption of 
an economic system by a stock exchange 
may find Galbraith's "The 
Great Crash" frightening. All should 
find Darvas a parasite. 
Robert Whitney j 
BOOKSHOP DONATION 
Recently, the Chairman of the 
University Publications Comnnittee 
(Professor T .G .H. Jones) and 
Manager of the University P r e s s 
(Mr. F .W. Thompson) with the 
approval of the Senate, presented 
the Union President with a cheque 
for £500 on behalf of the Publication 
Committee, the University P r e s s , 
and the University Bookshop, "tc 
be used for the benefit ofthe 
students at the University of 
Queensland". 
I t i s anticipated that this money 
will be used to finance a particular 
project in the new Union extensions, 
such as a music listening room or 
browsing l ibrary which have proved 
very popular with University 
students in Southern Universities 
L-F.U.W. 
Dr. D.F. Sandars,convener ofthe 
International Federation of Uni-
versi ty Women has made'an appeal 
for assistance from students during 
the Conference. 
Ushers a re required for the In-
augural Public Meeting on August 
20th and the Closing Public Meeting 
on August 25th. both at the City 
Hall. *^  
Also, a number of couriers will 
be required on the campusduring 
the Conference (August 19th-26th^ 
The Federation have taken over 
nearly all the Union Building for 
this period. 
Any student wishing to help in 
any way is asked to contact Dr, 
Sandars at the Medical School 
(Ph. 5 4673). 
David Weedon 
AVIATION CLEAN 
KEN PORTER 
SERVICE 
STATION 
AMOCO OFFERS : -
More Miles to the £ 
COMPLETE BRAKE REPAIR SERVICE 
BRISBANE/BENSON STREETS, TOOWONG, QUEENSUND 
Phone 7-6059 
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There is something very peculiar 
about the entrance requirements and 
course requirements set down at the 
University. I invite anybody who feels 
that he can defend them to do so. I am 
waiting. 
Firstly, entrance: the glaring inade-
quacy here is the insistence on a Senior 
language for entrance into Arts. This, 
we must remember, often depends on 
a decision taken in Junior, at the age 
of 14-15. What happens if you make 
some kind of an error ? If you decide 
you want to do Science and then gi'ow 
heartily sick of it before getting here? 
By then you are committed.lt is either 
Science or Commerce for you, and God 
help you if they don't suit your peculiar 
talents. It's the garbage heap for you. 
Why the hell not have a standard Matric-
ulation for all faculties ? What difference 
would it make "^ Some cretin in the Ad-
ministration (I name no names) has put 
this in the rules apparently because of 
an undying love for restrictions. 
(Incidentally, lam restricting myself 
here to those inadequacies in the rules 
which I am familiar with. There are 
very probably others.) 
about 
Secondly, in the course rules them-
selves, there are those horrible requir-
ed subjects, of which Chemistry for 
Science and a language for Arts are the 
most obvious. Accounting for Com-
merce is not quite so bad, perhaps. I 
will admit that Chemistry and French 
or German or whatever are Universally 
useful subjects, but then so is anything. 
Why should an Arts student be forced 
io do a language? Okay, the reply runs, 
if he doesn't want to do a language, let 
him get out of Arts. But ah, getting out 
of Arts means getting out of the least 
restricted faculty in the University 
(WHY IS THIS SO?) and the student 
will find him self far, far more restrict-
ed. It all comes back to the old idea 
that a man must know more than one 
language in order to be educated. 
L I B R A R Y 
In Conclusion: 
1) Why required subjects ? The treble 
or whatever you take is the significant 
thing about a degree. The fact is that 
there is no possible defence for them. 
2) Why not an all-purpose Matriculation? 
There is no defence for the present 
system either. 
3) Why does this situation exist? 
Answer, because them were the rules 
and nobody (even the rule-makers) ever 
troubled to think about them. 
What to do about it? 
1) Make a Senior language compulsory 
(or else nobody would do it): 
2) Change the rules. Simplify .The re-
quirement for a degree should be a 
treble and a certain number of any 
other subjects. This is obvious. 
As a member of the Union, I charge 
Union Council to investigate this sorry 
state of affairs and to bend their incon-
siderable efforts to persuading the 
Administration to revise the whole mess. 
SURVEY 
Members of the NUAUS Education Committee have prepared a question-
naire, copies of which will be circulated to various groups of students. 
From an analysis of the results, it is hoped that the Union will be able to 
iT ra ry services.' ' ° ' ^ ' Administration suggesting improvements in the 
YOUR ASSISTANCE IS ESSENTIAL - IF APPROACHED PLEASE HELP 
<%wa^  
1966 
GRADUATE PROGRAM 
AIMS OF THE PROGRAM 
To introduce graduates to the challenge of modern industry In a Company where academic qualifications can be applied, and personal 
qualities developed. 
HOW IS THIS DONE? 
1. By a comprehensive plan consisting of an introductory phase followed by regular training sessions covering modem man-
agement techniques and Ford operations. 
2, By individually designed work assignments which permit optimum expression of academic and vocational Interests in situ-
ations which provide sound practical training under the guidance of experienced supervisors. 
WHY IS THIS DONE? 
To continue the development of the technical, professional and administrative strength in Ford of Australia. 
WHERE DOES THIS TAKE PLACE? 
Graduates commence at our Head Office near Melbourne (travel and accommodation at our expense for interstate gradu-
ates), but may be assigned to interstate Manufacturing, Sales or related activities after the initial training period. 
WHAT GRADUATES ARE NEEDED? 
Graduates from ALL FACULTIES who seek carieers with a challenge and who possess the potential to occupy senior 
positions with a progressive Company. 
If you would like to learn more about this program, a representative of the Company will be at the University on the following dates: 
MONDAY, AUGUST 2nd 
TUESDAY, AUGUST 3rd 
Appointments can be made through the STUDENT COUNSELLOR'S OFFICE. 
Alternatively enquiries may be directed to: Graduate Training Co-ordinator, 
Ford Motor Company of Australia Ltd. 
Private Bag 6, 
Campbellfield, Victoria. 
' ' • • • • • • » f c » » * i 
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Vietnam 
"GO HOME, AUSSIE" 
"That this House declares its un--
swerving opposition to the military in-
tervention of foreign pioneers in South 
Vietnam." This was the motion passed 
at the recent Union Night Debate (25/6/ 
65) by a majority of 67-32. 
The main purpose of the debate was 
to give students of the University the 
opportunity to discuss the question of 
American and Australian military in-
tervention in South Vietnam. The ground 
had been thoroughly prepared on the 
preceding Friday by the 
massive "teach-in cum debate" on 
Vietnam, at which Mr. Jim Killen (MHR) 
clashed with Dr. Jim Cairns (MHR), 
and a number of University staff follow-
ed up with short bursts on various as-
pects of the Vietnam situation. 
The Union Night Debate, chaired by 
Dr. Singhal, was kicked-off by short 
addresses by Mr. Kevin Cairns (MHR), 
Mr. Don Cameron (Young Liberals), 
Mr. Manfred Cross (MHR), and Mr. 
Grant Hannon (Research fellow. His-
tory) . The very sound contribution to 
the debate by Mr. Kevin Cairns, who 
presented the Australian Government's 
case on Vietnam, was particularly wel-
come after the Killen debacle on the 
preceding Friday, For seventy minutes, 
speakers from the floor of the House 
contributed to the debate, after which 
a vote was taken on the motion. 
That 70% of those at the debate dis-
approved of Australian troops fighting 
in- Vietnam was somewhat surprising, 
since both limited conscription and the 
posting of the 1st battalion to Vietnam 
were received by Queenslands? student 
with scarcely a murmer of dissent. 
It has become obvious that the seating 
arrangements at present in use for 
Union Night Debates will have to be 
adjusted so as to allow speakers from 
the floor a better opportunity tp face 
their audience. It seems as though it 
would also be desirable if the debate 
were turned over to the floor of the 
House some twenty minutes earlier than 
is now the custom, 
The organisers are at present trying 
to arrange a debate on the nature of 
pornography and it effects on readers. 
^hothehellwssmaxpoult erwhothetnaxwas -j 
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Friday 10th Sept, 
'8.00 pm B9 
"Principles of Wage Fixation 
•- The Function of Arbitration" 
by Mr. R.J. HAWKE 
(ACTU Industrial Advocate) 
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m THIS OP IN YflOB m. DAD! 
(Special 6/- Concession to 
University Students) 
THE BRISBANE CINEMA CROUP (Box 1655V, CP.O, 
BRISBANE) presents the following programmes at the 
ASTOR THEATRE, New Farm Tramstop 10, on the 
THURSDAYS mentioned at 7.30 p.m. 
29fh JULY; Bolognini's Masterpiece 
"IL BELL' ANTONIO" EnjS"suM?r! 
with Potent Performances from'^Marcello Mastroianni, Clourlia Cardinale, Pierre 
Brasseur, 
"LUCKY TO BE A WOMAN" 
Sophia Loren & Charles Boyer 
FIRST BRISBANE SCREENING OF SUBTITLED ITALIAN 
DIALOCUE OF FELLINI'S 19th AUGUST: 
"LA DOLCE V ITA" 
(THE SWEET UH) 
Marcello Mastroiannt, Anita, 
Anouk, Via Veneto, St. Peter's, 
J. S. Bach, A. Ffsh. 
2nd SEPTEMBER: Alain Resnais' Mistress Piece 
" H I R O S H I M A M O N A M O U R " ( ,959 Cannes jury Pnxe) 
Plus Jacques Feyder's Classic, An Artful & Amusing Solution to a Painful Political 
Dilemma (French Grand Prix 1934) 
Louis Jouvet Cr Francais Rosay in 
• L A K E R M E S S E H E R O I Q U E " ,o.nival C FUnders. 
(French Dialogue, Sub-titles) 
23rd SEPTEMBER: Delightful Indian Comedy, 
T H E HOUSEHOLDER" 
Plus Luis Bunuel's Powerful Study of Racial Prejudice, 
"THE Y O U N G ONES" with Zachary Scott 
14th OCTOBER: Michael Cacoyannis* Electrifying 
"ELECTRA" with Irene Pappas 
plus Jules (Never On Sunday) Dassin's, 
Tony Perkins. Mellna Mercouri. Raf Valone, (tp L I A C n R A** 
and Bach's Toccata in F for Organ and r n M C U K A 
Sportscar. 
(Both Filmed in Greece) 
'ihothehellwasmaxpoulterwhothehellwas 
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reviews -rowlands 
SCREEN 
Director Germi proves that the best 
comedy is the one which approaches 
seriousness without becoming serious. 
I guess he also shows that so long as 
life exists, art won't abandon seduction 
for a story. 
In "Divorce - Italian Style", actor 
Mastroianni tangled through ultra-ela-
borate arrangements to dispose of his 
wife, there being no divorce in Sicily. 
Jail was worth is because the sweet 
young thing would wait for him - or 
would she? (3ermi's lens moved from 
head to toe of Mastroianni and chick as 
they lolled petting. Teenagers' Weekly? 
Hardly'. You see, at the same time the 
chick was playing tootsies with Mas-
troianni's younger rival. 
The implied slight at Roman Catholic 
divorce dogma was mild; in "Seduced 
and Abandoned" (Lido), Germi spits at 
a whole way of pseudo-morality; the 
false love that preserves the family 
unit for the sake of honour but gives no 
sympathy to a pregnant daughter. Sexual 
promiscuity in men is proof of vitality; 
in women, a terrible sin. Who said only 
political equality for women? The father 
of the pregnant girl instructs his son 
that revenge must be "in a blind rage" 
to lessen the jail sentence. We begin 
to think it is Germi who's in the rage -
but he's not blind. Comic vignettes 
twine into the scenes but it always 
sizzles with implied social send up: 
against ignorance, hypocrisy and tra-
dition that is more important than 
progress. 
But on human nature itself, Germi is 
compassionate. The characters are 
real people before they are puppets 
with sociological purpose. "Divorce -
Italian Style" was subtle and cynical; 
"Seduced and Abandoned" is riotously 
funny in that zany Italian way with some 
zippy dialogue. Those . last frames 
establish Germi as the master of word-
less brilliance. While the acting by 
Stefania Sandrelli and Saro Urzi is 
competent, it is never equal to the 
standard of Mastroianni, nor Germi, 
for that matter. 
For people obsessed with Ionesco, 
Pinter and the Renais of "Marienbad, " 
here is a brand new art form. You don't 
have to find your own meaning; the 
director is presumptuous enough to 
have a meaning of his own. 
What arrogance I 
STAGE 
PLOT AND SEXTRAS 
WhenAustralianplajrwrights complain 
of the patronizing parochiality of re -
viewers who've never created anything 
themselves, then they have to accept 
international standards of comparison. 
Ian Austin who wrote and directs 
"Pancake and Extras" (New Arts 
Theatre) should know that to achieve 
originality it's not necessary to treat 
the abnormal. Lesbian Nan has most of 
the qualities of the sexual psychology 
text. This is quite sound because, Freud 
knows, there is criminal ignorance on 
this sort of subject. But Austin had to 
bring his text to life; another actress 
may have, butJoan Lyons doesn't. She's 
too theatrically overt in her expressions 
of Lesbianism. With Bergman it was 
simply the silence that was tragic; you 
could FEEL the tensions tugging at 
Ester; here you have to HEAR it all. 
LynKelso could not master the ridic-
ulously abrupt change in dialogue from 
inanity revealing a scatty shallowness 
to novelistic peaks of eloquence in Act 
2. Ian Austin played a role very similar 
in content and tone to his Geoffrey in 
"A Taste of Honey". He revealed the 
self-mockery, charm, egoism and fear 
of loving because of the terror of loss, 
with finesse and restraint. Victor Knight 
was excellent as the convincing suave 
cynic with his nonchalant scorn for 
people he understood. 
The play is well worth seeing because 
it's interesting and absorbing. This is 
due to a fine plot-structure which only 
cracks when Austin tries for a Lawler 
climax to Act 2. It shatters continuity. 
All the technical aspects combine well 
into the stagecraft; ideas are often 
sharp, sometimes barbed. The self-
mockery to the theatre is calculated to 
reduce the impact of a harsh review 
but it's very like "The Entertainer". 
Comedy and tragedy blend easily, very 
commendable. But Austin has either 
too much or too little command of dia-
logue. He's not Selagh Delaney'. 
SCREEN 
NOTHING IS SOMETHING 
"La Dolce Vita" has screened here 
before but now it shows in its original 
Italian dialogue with English subtitles 
(19th August, Astor). 
Debate raged after the first showing, 
It was claimed the film was immoral 
because it showed immorality, negative 
because it was about negation and 
meaningless because it showed meaning-
lessness in life. Well, as Wilde said, 
all criticism is a mode of autobiography, 
I argue that people who claim Fellini 
was in love with what he pretended to 
expose are deflecting their own vic.ari-
ous enjoyment. 
Psychological dandruff, you say? Not 
so! Fellini created his autobiography in 
8|- - the phantasmagoria of his psyche, 
Ulysees of the screen. It revealed how 
Fellini failed to make a film. On his 
decision to cease shooting, Ovid is 
quoted: "If I can't have everything, 
nothing is the only perfection, " Now to 
date, Fellini hasn't made another film, 
If he's finished with films, 8^ is an 
anti-hero's heroism. But it's more 
likely that Fellini gains, a sense of 
achievement from screening films 
where there's no achievement, the same 
paradox as Sartre's. 
Even so, Fellini said: "I have nothing 
to say but still I want to say i t ." And 
this is the point. By saying nothing, he 
is actually saying something, just as 
Bergman said "God is Silence" by being 
silent about the idea God. By showing 
life without love he's longing for love. 
By portraying life without meaning he's 
aching for meaning, like Cincinnatus in 
Nabokov's "invitation to a Beheading", 
He wants to make a film that will bury 
everything that is dead in people. 
Strange as it may seem, Fellini will 
fail because he's an idealist defining 
happiness as "telling the truth without 
hurting anybody". He can't do it. No 
one can'. 
NEW BOOKS AT BARKERS 
THE DIARIES OF FRANZ KAFKA 1910-23 edited by Max 
Brod. 25/ ' post 1 /2. 
POETRY AND EXPERIENCE by Archibald Macleish. 13/6 
post 1/2. 
RENAISSANCE DIPLOMACY by Garrett Mattingly. 19/6 
post 1/2. 
SHAKESPEARE AND ELIZABETHAN POETRY by M. C. Brad-
brook. 19/6 post 1/2. 
LET STALK STRINE compiled by Afferback Lauder. 7/6 post 
5d. 
THE COMPLETE BERNARD SHAW PLAYS — 60 years of 
unequalled dramatic achievement. 55/- post 7/6. 
196 EDWARD STREET, BRISBANE, Q. 
reviews 
in 
revie>w 
SLEEP ON, Sm, SLEEP ONI 
Gerald Glynn, the gentleman, who 
wrote the highly erroneous and remark-
ably ill informed article about the con-
cert in the Brisbane City Hall in which 
Victoria de los Angeles appeared as 
soloist will, I hope, in future limit his 
criticism to matters with which he is 
more familiar. 
The soloist, Sir, accompanied her-
self on the guitar in only one of the three 
encores, namely the last. Apart from 
this unpardonable transgression, you 
must learn to read a programme effect-
ively in the dark (if you are so devoid 
of musical knowledge) for you have ob-
viously mistaken "Claire de Lune" by 
Faure for Duparc's "L'invitation au 
Voyage", as the former showed "the 
excellence of her ensemble" to a far 
greater extent than did the latter. 
Remember, for expert criticism,one 
must be an expert'. 
William Hauff 
Semper Floreat - 22/7/65 
DR. WEINSTEIN & MAKAR 
Sir, 
I like to point out that Dr. Weinstein's 
(D.W's) criticism of the Makar in 
Semper Floreat (24th June, 1965), is 
based on sweeping generalisations. 
He draws an inference from Aristotle, 
but drawing an inference from Aristotle 
does not make one a better critic. The 
point he seems to have missed is that, 
not only does a poet need to "learn the 
language of poetry" (technique) but he 
must also study and judge it, in terms 
of the sensibility it expresses. Tech-
nique is not enough - when we write 
poetry we are not studying or practising 
the mechanics of differential equations. 
"Although many of the other poems are 
fine efforts, they represent answers to 
less vital questions than Smith asks 
himself." One wonders what are the 
"vital questions" a poet must address 
to himself, e.g. Smith he says - it is 
the "search for a personal muscular 
language". But is this sufficiently clear 
cut. Do answers to "less vital questions" 
necessarily lead to the conclusion, 
"therefore draw a correspondingly less 
energetic reply". One wonders what 
D.W. has to say about "vital questions" 
and "energetic" replies in the case of 
say Mallarme or Larfogue. 
Of the length of prose. One can re -
verse the argument and say better one 
short, well constructed and polished 
piece rather than a longer one with a 
few touches of brilliance. One is again 
left in doubt of what D. W's criteria are 
for a "serious literary periodical". Is 
it to consist of "one longer, successful 
effort "? Is this criteria in itself a 
sufficient and necessary one? 
anotlner review: 
13 
What criteria again does he employ 
in assuming that the works of say Ted 
Hughes and Favell are urgent critical 
tasks for a serious literary periodical'. ? 
The review would have been more 
successful if D.W. had taken the trouble 
to analyse a few pieces, of work, rather 
than to loose himself in broad general-
isations. Let me end on a note by Mr. 
Eliot, "The important critic is the 
person who is absorbed in the present 
problems of art, and who wishes to 
bring the forces of the past to bear 
upon the solutions of these problems. " 
H. Tawney 
Anstralian Mntnal Provident 
Society 
CONSULTATION 
FREE OF 
OBLIGATION 
on 
Life Fire and General 
Insurance 
Contact— 
ROBIN J. J. BREMAN 
A.M.P. BUILDING 
QUEEN STREET 
BRISBANE 
Ph. 59 6293 
a/L i^-4^ «> t^ Q^o^^^-^s,^'^^ 
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president 
NILLI, Un M„ Arit (B.A. H M M J IVi 
Ntgotlati for bsHar But S^rvlet. 
Ortittr frtidom of itudtnt body from 
Unlvffjity tufhoflfy. 
Nemliiori HALL T., Commifw. 
(2) SCOTT, C, Sclinet II. 
ONG, Michael H. Q., B. Econ. (Hon*. 
in 6dvt.) I l l ; Day; Sf. Ludsi 
Periohll D^f-allii 
Vlc*.Pr«sl<lent U.Q.U. 54th Council; 
Sports Convsner for Overseas Students' 
Council Qld. 1964; Secratdry/Treas-
uror United Nutleni Asm. 64/65; 
Cowmlttaa tnember Commerce Stu-
dents Society 64/65; Commlttet 
member for Polltlcil Science Club 64/ 
&$\ Editor THS MALAYSIAN, maga-
«|ne of tho Malaysian Studenti' ASM. 
1965; Editor ThlE POLITICAL STU-
B^JflJ^'^.?'' Sub-Editor SEMPER 
FLOREAT; Union Rep. on Affiliated 
Youth Council; Student Housing Cow. 
mittee; NUAUS,Committee. 
HemlMori 0L6Y, M. Ehflinter. Ill, 
»«f'w'«rii ( I ) C3E0RGE, Q., Science ML 
<2) MARSHALL, R./Meil. IL 
POLICY STATEMENT: 
GENERAL 
Withthe growth of the University over 
the past few years, it has become a 
problem to maintain contact between 
the student body as a whole and the 
Union. So much so that many students 
are unaware of the Union and its func-
tions. With this growth too, there is a 
growing sence of alienation among 
the students themselves. It is in this 
aspect that I feel the Union has fallen 
short of its objectives. In the words of 
the Constitution, the Union should 
"advance in every possible way the in-
terest of the University" and of the 
students. 
What can the Union do to lessen this 
gap? This is what I propose to do. The 
Union should give greater publicity of 
its activities such as Council Meetings, 
services and the like. There will be 
greater co-operation between leaders 
of the various sections of the student 
body so as to give a sense of unity in all 
that is being done to benefit the student. 
This can be achieved by the Union. 
The central goal behind all this is to 
give a student every positive help to 
develop himself, and also to achieve 
the roundness of academic education 
that the University should provide. /As 
it is there is very little contacfbetween 
students of different faculties. 
CLUBS AND SOCIETIES 
Most students are involved in one way 
or another (or have an interest in) the 
many clubs and societies. Thesfe I will 
generously support, as they each play a 
part to widen our knowledge of the world 
around us. In the past this has been given 
minor role in the Union and the time 
has now arrived for this to be altered. 
The greater their diversity on Campus, 
the richer each student will be by their 
existence. Our interest should not be so 
much as to get a degree, but to obtain 
a liberal education to equip us as future 
leaders of our society. On top of this, 
the Unionshould provide more activities 
like those of Union Nights which has 
attracted interest from students of all 
faculties. Close with this will be the 
publication of magazines of these clubs 
and societies. The more channels of 
expression there are available, the better 
it will be for all students. I will revive 
Galmahra, the University's magazine. 
Few of us have heard of it because it has 
not been published since 1963. The Uni-
versities of the south have theirs regularly 
published. This prestige publication will 
reflect our ability to express ourselves 
on a high level. This magazine does not 
cater for students of the Humanities but 
to all students, and it is a magazine all 
Queensland University students will be 
proud of. 
REFECTORY 
My proposals are practical. They are: 
1) Hiring a management consultant firm 
(like J .P. Young) to make a survey of 
the whole system so as to find out why 
we are not getting cheaper and better 
food. This has never been done before. 
Experienced professional advice is our 
only way of knowing, if in fact nothing 
can be done as claimed by present Union 
politicians. 
2) Either raising prices during the long 
vacation in which we lose approximately 
£2, OOOj or approaching the University 
Administration to subsidise during these 
months. I was amazed to find when 
elected as General Vice President that 
no one has thought of this before. 
STUDENT HOUSING 
Since my election, I have, with the 
co-operation of other Councillors formed 
a Committee to look into the matter. 
We have decided to form a limited 
liability company (like that of Melbourne 
University) to lease houses .and then 
sub-let it to students for £2.10.0 a week 
with facilities provided. This will help 
ease the accommodation problem as 
more houses are leased. This has always 
been a matter of high priority to me. 
NATIONAL UNION OF AUSTRALIAN 
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS (NUAUS): 
I feel that U .Q .U. must go to the 
August Conference with a clear cut 
policy, which is lacking at the moment. 
We should press for more benefits to 
students in general e.g. the proposed 
handbooks for students who will be 
travelling interstate during the long 
vacation regarding places to stay, the 
approximate cost, etc. 
I am sure U.Q.U. will benefit with 
this attitude to NUAUS and achieve 
desirable changes by remaining in it. 
Alternative policies should be suggested 
to NUAUS rather than thoughtless inti-
midation, 
In all that I hope to achieve, there 
will be the thought of balance between 
bread and butter issues and those con-
Q©rned with making the University a 
biftter place to be in. 
Michael Ong. 
R. W. Woodgate 
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PRESIDENT 
WOODGATE, Reser W., Arts IV {Eitg 
Horn.); Day; St. Lueia. 
Propoied New Faculty: Education, Day-
Pereonll Details I 
$t Lucia Area Vice-President (Dayi 
1964-65. Chairman Glubs ahd 
Societies Standlno ComrYilttee 1964-
65. Convener, Commeni, Proeessior^  
1965. Member of Union House Com-
mittee 1964-65; Student Reprej^ n-
tittve to Combined Adviiory Com* 
mittee to Senate 1964-65. Chairmen 
Union TriMport Com, 1965; NUAUS 
Enquiry Committee 1965. Arts Day 
Councillor 1963-64. Secrfttery/Treai-
urer Arti Assn. 1963^64. Member of 
Clubs and Societies Standing Com^ 
mittee 1963-64; Member of Activities 
Sub-Committee 1963. Member of 
Rugby Union Ciub. Member English 
Society. General Committee King's 
College Students Club 1964-65. Con-^  
^$f\6t King's College LIbriry Sub' 
Committee 1964*65. Co-Convener 
King's^Women's Play 1964, Editor of 
"Kingeman" 1963. 
Nominers WEEDON* D,, Med. V 
SeeoiidertJ (1) FENWICK, J. M., Civil 
(2) k YANT, E., Education Day 
POLICY STATEMENT,>ii°,"^^"9 C ° ^ ' 
GENERAL 
'ttee. 
1. To provide efficient and progressive 
administration of the Union with partic-
ular emphasis being placed on present 
Students' Welfare. 
2. To promote a healthy (by which I 
mean ACTIVE and RESPONSIBLE) Union 
'Council which will always consider the 
STUDENTS' NEEDS FIRST in all matters 
of IJnion POLICY. 
/ 
,1LINION COUNCIL 
The Union is run on Committee lines. 
In the past Faculty Representatives on 
Council have not co-operated fully on 
tbis matter. If elected, I would take 
steps to ensure al l Councillors take an 
active interest and WORK ior you. 
The Executive must be a cohesive 
we 11-organised Committee with each 
' member pulling his weight. 
ADMINISTRATION and FINANCE 
- The Union has a paid staff, thereby 
increasing the amount of time Honorary 
Office Bearers can allocate to special 
projects. However, as a member of the 
UnionHouse Committee I became aware 
of the need for many improvements. 
These follow. 
REFECTORY 
The new Extensions will necessitate 
increased staff (both catering and clean-
ing) resulting in increased running costs. 
Three possibilities present themselves: 
1) A General Price Rise 
2) A direct Subsidy from General Funds 
3) OTHER SOURCES of INCOME which 
could be used to keep down prices. 
I am against any general price rise in 
the Refectory. I do not believe that this 
is in the interests of students. The inim-
practicality of DIRECTLY subsidizing 
the Refectory from General Funds would 
indicate this as nothing but a desparate 
and last resort. The Union must give 
students a return for their fees. If we 
gave you your fees back in the form of 
a direct subsidy it would indicate a 
stagnate and unenterprising Union. I 
therefore favour (3). This includes the 
following: 
a) Advertised Special Catering. Sydney 
University Union makes £7000 profit and 
N.S.W. University Union makes £13,000' 
profit from special catering (wedding 
receptions, etc. ) These profits subsidize 
their respective Refectories. Queens-
land's annual gross is only £8, 000. 
b) Increased prices in the Page Hanify 
Dining Room. 
c) Approaching firms (e.g. McDonnell 
G East)to introduce an Exchange scheme 
similar to that operating in Sydney and 
N.S.W. (Both make profits in the order 
of approx. £20,000). 
d) An investigation (free) of the costing 
system in the Refectory during the vaca-
tion. The present Hon, Treasurer, Mr. 
Brazil, has offered his services. 
e) Decreasing time spent in queues by 
specializing present food services. 
f) During 3 months of the year the Re-
fectory loses money. As University staff 
are the users of the facilities during this 
period, the Union should approach the 
University with a view to subsidizing the 
Refectory during this period. The other 
alternative is to raise prices during this 
period. 
CLUBS AND SOCIETIES 
The Clubs and Societies Standing 
Committee saw introduced, in their 
term of office, an increase in direct 
grants to clubs, for National Faculty 
Conventions, and for Clubs and Societies 
Magazines. I have advocated as CKair-
man of this Committee that more facil-
ities are needed. The Union should 
provide, by 1966: 
a) Meeting, work and storage rooms up -
stairs in Administration Building. 
b) A recreation area (billiards and music 
rooms in what is presently the Coffee 
Shop (Cellar) area. 
c) A general reading room better 
stocked than the present one in the Ad-
ministration block). 
TRANSPORT FACILITIES, 
CONCESSIONS, 
STUDENT ACCOMMODATION 
If elected, I would continue to fight 
for some means of transport over the 
river to Dutton Park. This would make 
available an area of accommodation to 
the students closer to the University. 
The ferry service submission presented 
to the B.C .C . must be followed up. The 
University Senate has approved the 
scheme and we are now actively engaged 
in requesting every consideration from 
the City Council. 
The long-term plans of the Union to 
purchase low-rent housing to be made 
available to students depends on the 
success of this scheme. It would meet 
my fullest support. 
The increase in bus fares and the lack 
of concessions has been our concern 
since 1962, Strong representations must 
be made, with the support of the Uni-
versity, to object to fare increases at 
the beginning of next year. Intersuburban 
transport (. e. g from Taringa) must also 
be considered. 
LIBRARY and BOOKSHOP 
The new librarian must be approached 
immediately he arrives to take up his 
new position to state the Union's case, 
particularly with regard to the shortage 
of multiple copies of standard tents. 
Increased trading hours (for evening 
students) are needed in the Bookshop. It 
is my contention that these matters are 
of immediate concern to students. 
^^JAUS 
A committee has been formed which 
will bring NUAUS closer to the general 
student. A voice on the National level 
with greater emphasis on student Welfare 
is needed. The requirements of the 
U .Q.U. must be met before we can be 
fully satisfied with NUAUS. 
There are many other aspects of policy 
which one should include. I have made 
my main points. The essence of student 
representatives is their capacity to see 
the needs of students in general and 
relate them to particular problems. If 
elected as President, my first task would 
be to fulfil any promises I have made -
they are all within the realms of possi-
bility. This can be achieved by co-
ordinating the business of the various 
Committees of the Union efficiently and 
effectively, without restricting the day 
to day administration of the Union. I 
feel confident that, with your support, 
I could capably handle the office of 
President. 
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GENERAL VICE-PRESIDENT 
poUey statements 
It is pointed out that some candidates did not 
submit photos, others did not take the opportunity 
of submitting longer policy statements. You are 
reminded that voting takes place on Mon - Thurs 
26 - 29 July. Booths are iii the Refectory. 
JENNINOI, Cootfrey Rvgineld, lew »l 
LL.B.2 Part-Time; St. Ucla. 
Penonal Detrft: » . ^ ^ .< 
Economics Evening Rep. 54th Council. 
Policy Statcmenti 
To work for the improvement of services 
and benefits from the Union to its 
members. 
Nomlnori McMANUS. D. A , Econ. Ill 
Day. 
^eonden: M) ALLAN, P. A., Law I. 
Evening.. 
12) DAUNT, B„ Education Hi. 
LOXTON, Winston Paul, Dentistry IV) 
Day; T u r ^ Streat, 
Penonat Details: 
Union A.B.C, Youth Concerts Com. 
Rep.; Turbot Street Vice-President 
1964-65. Commem, Bell and Dinner 
Convener 1965, 
PoUcy Stettmenti 
To implement a plan for tha speed up 
of refectory s?rvlGM, especially th» 
elimination of queues during the lunch 
hour. This is feasibly possible, with the 
finish of the new extensions In third 
term. Also I will undertake to see that 
more student concessions arr obtained 
eipeclally for transport. This was 
Sromlsed in the preceeding elections y a candidate but the matter has not 
been persued to Its full extent. This 
rnatter Is ell the more Important to 
students as whole with the Impending 
rise tn the transport fares with the 
fflty council mfi will give ua renewed 
^fOalntng grounds, it was shown by 
W in the Turbot St. area, that If the 
City Council Is hounded enough, that 
It will do fomething for us as shown 
wftk «ur recently acquired partdng 
eree. tf elected I will do my best tq 
fee thMft promises canrled out. 
HenfaMr: WEEDON, David, Med. V. 
SecoiKSeit: ih BRAZIL, F., Com IV. 
(2) MIKKELSEN, A. D., Sc. IU. 
Ian Elcock 
Optical Centre 
F O I — 
• Sunglasses 
• Binoculars 
• Microscopes 
NO. 5 OLD TOWN HALL ARCADE 
QUEEN ST. <Opp. Barry & Roberts) 
Phone: 2 6067 
OLEY, Michael William, Englnoerteaj 
Chemical i l l ; Day; St. lucla. 
Personal Petaiis: 
Entertainments Secretary; Chairman 
Entertainments Standing Committee 
(1964.65, 54th Council); President. 
U.Q. Newman Society 1965; Editorial 
Committee E.U.S, Jouma| 1969 
Chem, Eng, III Rep. on E.U.S, Coun 
cil 1965; W.U.S. Committee 1964; 
Priaes Convene! M's' University 
Quest 1964; f.U.S. Debating Team 
1963-64. 
POLICY STATEMENT, 
The responsibilities of a Students' 
Union involve not only the provision of 
essential services and amenities but also 
the realisation that it is representative 
of the genferal student body and should 
voice the opinion and requirements of 
this body where necessary. 
CLUBS AND SOCIETIES 
In recent years the focal point of 
student life has moved from the Union 
itself to the various Clubs ana Societies 
within the Union. Therefore the respon-
sibility lies with the Union to ensure 
that maximum benefit is provided to its 
members through these student organi-
sations. The primary function of Clubs 
and Societies should be the fostering and 
encouragement of a true University spirit 
which develops and educates the student 
to the fullest. I believe that financial 
grants given toClubs and Societies must 
be based on the extent to which this 
function is fulfilled by the particular 
club. With this end in view I would 
support and encourage any attempt by 
Faculty Societies in particular to; - , 
1. Publish a magazine which contributes 
to the general fund of student opinion 
and activity. 
2. Arrange guest speaker programmes, 
film screenings, etc. - these are'sadly 
lacking in many societies which provide 
only limited social services to their 
members. 
3. Arrange functions such as the Science 
and Engineering Display conducted by 
the S.S.A. and E.U.S. 
STUDENT HOUSING 
Tentative moves have already been* 
made during the last months to provide 
cheap student accommodation in areas 
close to the University. I fully support 
these proposals and will do all in my, 
power to assist in their eventual com-
pletion. 
NUAUS 
NUAUS has the potential to express 
student opinion and requirements on a 
National level and can obtain benefits 
for students throughout the country. 
However, care must be taken to ensure 
that it does not become overorganised 
and incur administrative expenses which 
are out of proportion to the Services 
provided to the constituent members, 
In brief, I believe that Union Council 
and its office bearers should strive for 
the welfare of all Union members and 
should never become so divorced from 
the general student body that they lose 
contact with its opinions and needs. 
Nominor: ONG, M,, Econ, ML (Hon.). 
Seconders: (1) FENWICK, J, M , Civil 
Eng. IV. 
(2) RODWELL, H-, Social Studies. 
AMPOL Service Station 
Phojie AMPOL 70 2929 
K. & E. TAYLOR 
• Lubrication 
• Mechanical Repairs 
• Tyres, Batteries, Polish. 
Free Pick Up and Delivery 
• 
22 GAILEY ROAD, 
TARINGA EAST 
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HONORARY SECRETARY 
MIKKELSEN, Allan David, Science 111, 
B.Sc; Full-Time; St. Lucia. 
Personal Details: 
1963-64 Business Manager of Semper 
and Whacko; Union Nights Committee 
1964-65—Honorary Secretary of the 
Union; Chairman of Student Housing 
Committee. 
Policy Statement: 
I will assist the President in the gen-
eral policy making and administration 
function of the Union, utilizing the 
experience I have gained in this 
office over the last year. I will also 
press for the continuance of projects 
stated by the present executive, In 
particular the Student Housing 
scheme to provide cheap accommoda-
tion close to the University and the 
reorganization of refectory races to 
provide quicker and more efficient 
service 
Nominor: Bi^AZlU F. R., Com. IV; was 
SMOndert: (1) BENNETT, J. J., Com. 
IV' Day 
(2) HAGAN, P. D., Eng. IV. 
THORBURN, James Henry, Arts IM, B.A. 
Pets Degree; Day; St. Lucia. 
President 1066 Club 1965; Com. 
Member Immigration Refonm Group 
and Student Aboriginal Survey 1965; 
ABSCHOL & A.O.S.T.S. 1964. 
Policy Statement: 
1 will endeavour to assist the President 
in meeting the increased responsr-
bilities of the Union resulting from Its 
present expansionary phase and to 
maintain the efficient operation of 
Union Administration. 
Nominor: CAREW, J. D., Arts 111. 
Seconders: ( I ) CAMERON, B. J., Arts 
i l l . 
(2) PARKER, M. A., Arts I I I . 
HONORARY TREASURER 
O'ROURKE, Robert James Whitney, 
Com. & Econ. ECU, B.Econ. (Hons.); 
Day; St. Lucia. 
Personal Details: 
Union Finance Secretary 1964-65; 
Delegate to ANESCA Convention 
1965; Assistant Business Manager 
Commerce Journal 1964. 
Penenai Details: . ^ ^ , , , - . . 
Arte Evening Rep. 1961/2; Chairman 
Union Theatre Committee 1964/5; 
Policy Statement: 
GENERAL 
To administer the funds of the Union 
in such a manner as to gain maximum 
t>enefits for all students. This can be 
done by careful budgeting and here I 
intend to concentrate on reducing the 
overhead expbnses in the running of 
the Union. Such expenses as the exor-
bitant cost of stationery and postage 
involved In circulars to members of 
council and unnecessarily verbose re> 
ports, 
REFECTORY 
To maintain a close watch on the costs 
end prices In the refectory so that 
while aiming at a high level of service 
students get the best possible value 
for their money at all times. I will see 
that there is a thorough investigation 
of the cost structure of the refectory 
and take any necessary steps to rectify 
any Irregularities and Inefficiencies. 
D^ELOPMENT 
To Introduce a system of fong term 
budgeting and project priorities so 
that maximum facilities for .students 
will be obtained as soon as possible; 
especially clubs and societies facilities 
and recreation facilities in the form of 
meeting rooms; billiard tables, music 
rooms, etc. 
Nominor: B(?AZIL, F. R., Com, IV; Day. 
Seconders: (1) WEEDON, D., Med. V. 
(2) HAGAN, P. D., Eng. IV. 
TOOHEY, Brian James, Economics & 
Commerce iV, B. Econ. (Hon.); Day; 
St. Lucia. 
Personal Details: 
Sec.-Treasurer Political Science Club 
1964-65; Editor Commerce Magazine 
1964; Editor Political Student 1964-
65; Editor Semper Floreat 1965-
Policy Statement: 
Besides telling people how much 
money is In the Bank I see the Treas-
urer as having as an important a role 
as any other executive member In 
policy making. Here I will always up-
hold the ideals of a University as the 
occasion demands. However, intellect-
ual benefits can be utilized to a 
greater extent the more students are 
freed from financial worries and to 
help alleviate these I will 1. organise 
the combined consumer monopoly 
power of aW students In AustraUa to 
force down text book prices (which 
now are often more than double their 
British prices). 2. Support the moves 
for a survey of the refec. by a man-
agement consultant firm and for 
the establishment of cheap student 
housing. 
Nominor: McCAWLEY, P., Comm. Cr 
Econ. i i (Hons.). 
Seconders: (1) OLEY, M. W., Chem. 
Eng. I I I . 
(2) FITZPATRICK, B. M., Science IV 
(Hons.). 
FOTO 
SHOP 
3 OLD TOWN HALL 
ARCADE, QUEEN ST., 
Next to Woolworfhs. 
University Studetnts — if 
you have Photography as a 
hobby, call into FOTO 
SHOP where you can save 
money on all your require-
ments with our extra spe-
cial consideration. 
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ST. LUCIA FULL TIME 
VICE-PRESIDENT 
0AOALOPF, P, H„ B, Comm. I; Dayj 
St. Lucie, 
personal Details: 
President C.S.S. 1965; Delegate 
A.N.E.C.S.A. Convention 
• M V i ^ W a C T*<M*f • 
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Policy Statement: 
GENERAL 
First and foremost, it must be realized 
that in this position, it is essential that 
one must actively support and assist the 
incoming president in the representative 
aspects of office. 
Secondly, as the position is that of 
St. Lucia Vice President, special atten-
tion will be given to the requirements 
of students in the Stl Lucia Area. 
STUDENT ACTIVITY 
a) Student Image , ,>, 
For far too long-has thest;tident image 
in the eye of the public been far below 
the standard fitting that of a University 
student. This has been brought about by 
the local press using sensationalism in 
headlines for their own benefits. In this 
respect, it is intended to appeal to the 
newspapers to be rational in the treat-
ment given to students particularly in 
Commem Week, which appears to be a 
period traditionally set aside for the press 
for front page headlines on students 
activity. With regard to Commem Week 
it is my intention to endeavour to be-
come the convenor of next years activ-
ities. 
b) Student Facilities and Concessions 
In this respect, it is intended to en-
deavour to have the authorities increase 
the transport facilities from the City to 
St. Lucia particularly in peak hours. A Iso 
further action will be taken in an effort 
to have the ferry service telocated to a 
position terminating at the University 
grounds. 
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With-regard-to concessions, attempts 
will be made to further the already ex-
tensive list already available to student 
but a special emphasis will be placed 
on endeavouring to obtain refreshments 
used by student bodies in fund raising 
programmes at a reduced price. 
FINANCE 
There has in the past been much talk 
about lowering refectory prices. How-
ever, it is now a well known fact that 
this is virtually impossible unless extra 
finance is available. Withthe extensions 
to the refectory due to be completed in 
October, it is intended to investigate 
the possibility of hire of section of Union 
facilities to the outside public. This has 
already been done very successfully by 
Universities in other states. 
Also, I would like to make it clear 
that there are many other aspects which 
require further attention for the benefit 
of St. Lucia area students such as im-
proved library facilities and further 
permanent parking facilities to give a 
brief example. 
Homincr: BRAZIL, L,. Comm IV 
Seconder: (M BENNETT, J J., Comm. 
IV. 
(2) MIKKELSEN, A., Science II I . 
MARSHALL, Ronald D., Medicine II; St. 
Lucia; Day. 
Nominor: WiLLIAA^, G. L., Arts IV. 
(Hons.). 
Seconders: (1) CARTER, D. B., Engin. 
IV. 
(2) MILLS, J. C, Science (Ph.D. 
Chem. I. 
Personal Details: 
Voting Union Councillor (54th Council) 
Dramatic Society Comm. 1964, Union 
Theatre Comm. 1964-65, Union Nights 
Comm. 1964-65, Clubs and Societies 
Standing Comm. 1965, Union Dance 
Convener, Treasurer, Australian Med. 
Students' Assoc. National Convention 
May 1965, AbscholAppealComm. 1965, 
POLICY: 
THESE HALLOWED HALLS 
A refectory is important, but is not 
enough. I am convinced that refectory 
services may be substantially improved 
in variety of food, and efficiency with 
the engagement of management con-
sultants, and exploration of cheaper 
buying. 
The Union Buildings have been too 
long a place to merely lounge between 
lectures. I wish to press for more Clubs 
and Societies facilitiesj a re-examina-
tion of the Union Theatre plans and -
estimates j increased recreation facilities 
including a well-equipped Union reading 
room-library j and the execution of the 
still tenuous scheme for billiards, cards, 
chess rooms. 
Student housing is a field in which the 
Union must take up responsibility, and 
I support it as a very valuable service 
There are considerable possibilities for 
the Union to lease houses in the area 
and let these to students at very modest 
rates. 
STUDENTS IN THE COMMUNITY 
This Union has shivered between the 
devil and the deep blue sea in its role 
of "Representation of Students". It is 
time overdue to shoulder these respon-
sibilities. In matters such as Education 
in Queensland, NUAUS, and Abschol. I 
feel the Union must be prepared tospeak 
out strongly and responsibly on behalf of 
students. Occasions will continue to 
arise - the like of the African Dancers 
and Commem. riots will recur in the 
future. 
STUDENTS AS A COMMUNITY 
One of the most unfortunate circum-
stances of this sprawling campus is the 
lack of the University ethos. I should try " 
hardest to implement more Union Nights 
of general interest, incentives to clubs 
and societies to centralise in the Union * 
building} displays by the various socie-
ties} and an invigorated interfacuity 
competition. 
These are some of the projects necess - ' 
ary for fulfilling our role of The Students' 
Union. 
STUDENTS AND THE ACADEMIC 
COMMUNITY 
Representation of the Students' view-
point to the University Administration is 
a vital task, which I shall attempt to 
pursue in the Executive on subjects in-
cluding parking, discipline, exclusion 
and quotas of students, and most im-
portantly - providing a serious student 
representation upon the role, site and 
autonomy of Queensland^ new University. 
WINTER, Lance Clyde, Science I I , B.S<;.; * 
Full TImo; St. Lucla, 
Personal Details: 
Local Queensland NUAUS Travel 
Officer 1964-65; Activities Stand-
ing Committee 1964-65; Wider Edu-
cation Committee 1964-65 ^S.A 
1964-65; M.S.S. 1964-65 
Policy Statement: 
My overall aim will be to produce wd 
maintain better facilities for all stu-
dents In the Area, In order for them to 
make the most use of the University 
end ail it stands for. The place to 
start is the Union. My first oblectlve 
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will be to work with the President to 
establish an efficient Executive, with 
no room for petty disagreements or 
negative thinking, as this is the body 
to carry out the policies adopted by 
YOUR representatives on Union Coun-
cil, At the same time 1 will be worklno 
to better the facilities for students In 
the Area. This would include rooms 
for the use of Clubs and Societies \P. 
the extensions to the Union Bulldinqs. 
Also 1 hope to see set up a room for 
Individual students to indulge in 
chsss, snooker, etc. In general, should 
any opportunity arise for action along 
these lines, It would not be lost. With 
all this, I will continue the work to 
establish a ferry from Dutton Park, 
and also will investigate other means of 
transport used by students with a view 
to minimising costs to the Individual 
student. Finally, I would like to en-
dorse and carry out the views of the 
malorlty of the students, who want 
leadership and action, not the warm 
and cosy fuzziness of an "I 'm all right 
Jack, blow you!" attitude towards 
these things. . . , , . , . 
Nominor: WYATT, R., Arts IV, Full-
Time. ^ , 
Seconders: ( D FITZPATRICK, B„ Sc. 
IV, Full-Time. 
12) DUUS, R., Comm. IV, Full-Time, 
ST. LUCIA PART-TIME 
VICE-PRESIDENT 
BAKER, Bryan, Comm. & Econ. I; Pait-
Time; St. Lueia. 
Personal Details: 
Union Council 1964; Vice-President 
Science Students Assn. 1963-64; Sec-
retary Maths Students' Society 1963-
64; 'Whacko' 1964-65; 'Semper 
Floreat' 1964-65; 'Scoop' 1964; 
Students' Rep. Council Teachers' Col-
lege 1965. 
Nominor: FISHBURN, T. A.. Science I; 
Part-Time. 
Seconders: M) KEEN, R., Phys. Ed. I. 
(2) HOWLEY, W., Comm. Part-Time. 
r 0 //cy 
Having been a day student I am aware 
of the facilities, opportunities, e tc . , 
that are not available to the majority of 
evening students. I find that evening 
students are different in outlook and have 
a different set of values to those of many 
day students. Naturally, t h e problems 
that evening students face are different 
also. Let's face it, most part-time 
students are busy enough working in the 
day and struggling to get a degree at 
night. The University is not our life -
it isa place which we visit perhaps only 
once a week. The Union is doing its job 
as far as we're concerned, if it provides 
a place for a meal and perhaps a cup of 
coffee after lectures. 
But there are exceptions. There is a 
minority of part-time students who would 
like to avail themselves of some of the 
more restricted Union facilities. From 
my experience on Council, I feel that 
evening students have not been presented 
on the Executive as well as they might 
have been. Threats and ultimatums are 
not the way to secure co-operation. 
Further, it would appear that the Union 
has adopted an "ignorance is bliss" 
attitude towards its part-time members. 
Despite the limited time of evening 
students, more of us would like to use 
the facilities available to day students. 
Before we can really benefit from be-
longing to the Union we must know what 
it has to offer. The recent circular vvas 
a step in the right direction. There 
should be more of this. 
Lastly, and most importantly, there 
are a number of part-time students who 
are, in a sense, full-time students -
those from the Teachers'Colleges. The 
Union has never recognised this large 
group of members as having interests in 
common. There seems to be some in-
feriority associated with being a student 
at one of these Colleges. There needs 
to be more contact between the Colleges 
and the Union. 
Only l>y understanding the problems 
involved and co-operating to solve them 
can the Executive and the Council make 
this University a better place in which 
to work. 
GREGORY, Robert Scott, B.A./LL.B. IV; 
Law; Day; St, Lucia. 
Proposed New Faculty, Area, Status: St. 
Lucia (Part-Time). 
Pertonaf Details: 
1962 Year Rep. U.Q.L.S.S.; 1963 
Secretary U.Q. Swimming Club; 1964-
65 Law Rep. Union Council; 1964-
rL'^**?^,^®'' '-®^^' Standing Committee; 
T965 Member Special NUAUS Com-
mltt*;e; 1965 Member W.U.S. Com-
mittee; 1965 Member U.Q.L.S S 
Sub-Committee on Legal Education. 
Policy Statement: 
If elected It will be my policy to co-
operate with other members of the 
Executive and of Council to further 
the aspirations of the Union and of 
Part-Time Students. If possible I 
would like to see a Part-Time Students' 
Association formed to aid the Part-
Time Student. 
Nominor: O'TOOLE, D. K., Science I I I ; 
Part-Time. 
Seconders: (1) CONROY, M. B., Law V 
(2) MACLEOD, R. J., Comm, IV. 
Lionel Lindsay-Smith 
LINDSAY-SMITH, Lionel, A m l i l , B.A.; 
Evening; St. Lucia. 
Pertonal Details: 
Arts Evening Rep. 52nd Council; Arts 
Evening Rep. 53rd Council; Arts 
Evening Rep. and Evening Vice-Pres. 
54th Council; Member Uni. of Q. 
Conservative Club; Organizer Union 
Fee Protest Petition; Chairman Even-
ing Student Committee. 
Policy Statement: 
Many students will recall that I op-
posed the recent Union fee increase 
on the grounds that the Union did 
little for its members. My sentiments 
are unchanged; I am determined that 
the Union should give value for 
money; services to Union members 
must be increased. 
Ndminor: ALLAN, P. A., Law I; Even. 
Seconders: (1) JENNINGS, G. R., Law 
I I ; Evening. 
(2) ROBINSON, S. M., Arts 111; Even, 
HERSTON VICE-PRESIDENT 
FROST, Terence John; Med. IV, M.B., 
B.S.; Day; Herston. 
Personal Details: 
Social Convener U.Q.M.S. 1965; 
Social Committee member 1964-65 
U.Q.M.S. 
Policy Statement: 
1. Review Library Position in all areas; 
2. Safeguard Interests of Herston area 
members; 3. Reviews for detecting 
superfluous positions and wasted man-
hours; 4. Others not for immediate 
publication; 5. Clarify relations be-
tween Semper and Med. Faculty. 
Nominor: McDOWELL, L. E., Med V. 
Seconders: I I ) HANDY, J. D. T., Med. 
V i . 
<2J WEEDON, D., Med V. 
PURNELL, James Norman, Med. IV, 
M.B., B.S.; Day; Herston. 
Personal Details: 
Social Committee 1965. 
Nominor: NORTON, R. K., Med VI. 
Seconders: (1) CATT, P. B., Med. V 
12) MITCHELL, J. R., Med. IV. 
20 
faculty 
reps. 
ARCHITECTURE 
WILL, Barry Fc.^sn, Architecture IU; Day. 
Personal Details: 
Year Representative 1965. 
Nominor: GARNER, W. J., Arch. i l l . 
Seconders: I I ) THIGANOFF, P., Arch, 
111. 
12) CHISTIAKOFF, A, Arch. III. 
MCCARTHY, Leonard Neil, Architeetura 
I I I ; Day. 
Personal Details: 
Year Rep. Q.A.S.A. 1963; Member 
Q.A.S.A.; Member U.Q. S. tj C. 
Nominor: ROBINSON, T. J. C, Arch. 
lil. 
Seconders: I I ) McNEILL, W. L. Arch. 
I I I . 
12) ORD, E. K., Arch. I I I . 
GARNER, Warren James, Arch. I l l ; Day. 
Personal Details: 
Secretary Q.A.S.A. 1965; Qld. Rep. 
Australian Architecture Students' 
Association Council 1965-6. 
Nominor: DOVE, I. A., Arch. I I I . 
Seconders: I D McCULLOCH, B. A„ 
Arch. I I . 
(2) ALLOM, R., Arch. I I . 
ARTS —FULL-TIME 
LEE, Peter Leo, Arts; Day. 
Nominor: CAREW, J. D., Arts HI. 
Seconders: 11) KNOTT, A. E., Arts/ 
Law I. 
(2) BENNETT, A., Arts I. 
COLLIER, Margaret Jane Curwen, Arts 
l i ; Day. 
Personal Details: 
W.U.S. Committee 1965; Arts Society 
Committee Chairman 1965. 
Nominor: BRABAZON, C. J., Arts/Law 
I I I . 
Seconders: I D STEELE, S. P., Arts I I . 
U) BARRY, D. J., Arts/Law I I . 
BRAZEL, Kenneth William, Arts 111; 
Day. 
Personal Details: 
Arts Rep. 1965; President Arts Stu-
dents Assoc. 1965; President Political 
Science Club 1965; Vice-President 
U.N. Club 1965; Debating Society 
1965. 
Nominor: WOODGATE, R, W., Arts IV. 
Seconders: (1) STEELE, S. P., Arts i l . 
12) HARDCASTLE, W. J., Arts IV. 
BARRY, James PatHcic O'Hara, Arts i l ; 
Day. 
Personal Details: 
Basketball 1964; Secretary of Arts 
Committee 1965. 
Nominor: FINN, P., B.A./LL.B. II. 
Seconders: U ) FITZPATRICK. J., BA. 
I I . 
(2) STORY, J. D., B.A./LL.B. Ii 
NUCIFORA, Alfred John, Law i l ; Day. 
Personal Details: 
Debating Society Secretary/Treasurer 
1965; Italian Society Treasurer 1964. 
Nominor: McHUGH, Peter J., B.A./LL.B. 
11. 
Seconder: 11) OURACK, John W., B.A. 
/LLB. I I . 
(2) BARBI, Noel R., B.A./LL.B. II I . 
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BARBER, Ross Noel, Arfs l i ; Day. 
Personal Details: 
Pol. Scl. Club Com. 1964; Labor Club 
Com. 1964-65; Folk Singing Club, 
Left Club. 
Nominor: WILLIAMS, G. L., Arts IV. 
Seconders: I D THORBURN, J. H., Arts 
111. 
(2) MELNIK, M., Arts I. 
DREW, Richard Cllve Rodney, Arts I; 
Day. 
Personal Details: 
Prefect, House Captain B.B.C. 1964; 
W.U.S. and Rowing Sub-Committees, 
King's College, 1965; Wt. Lift. Club. 
Nominor: POLLARD, Cliff, Arts II. 
Seconders: I I ) PRESTON, Noel, Arts I I I . 
(2) LEWIS, H. Paul, Arts 111. 
ENGINEERING 
UHLMANN, Murray William, Engineer. 
I I ; Day. 
Penonal Details: 
Mining II Year Rep. 
Nominor: HAGAN, P., Civil IV. 
Seconders: 11) HOLLOWAY, R. A., Civfl 
(2) JENKINSON, D., Mining I I . 
WOODHEAD, John Robert, Engineerino 
I I ; Day. 
Personal Details: 
Uni. of Qld. Squash Racquets Club 
1964-65; E.U.S. 1964-65. 
Nominor: ILIFF, M., Civil Eng. I I . 
Seconders: I D WILLIAMS, M. F., 
Chem. Eng. I I . 
12) OLEY, M. W., Chem. Eng. III. 
TREVETHAN, Peter John, Engineering 
Mechanical i l ; Day. 
Nominor: FENWICK, J. M., .Civil IV. 
Seconders: I D SANDFORD, I. C., Chem. 
,, 'I2)*LAHEY, J. P., Elec. I I . 
ILIFF, Michael, Engineering, Ovil 11; 
Day. 
Personal Details: 
Year Rep. 1965; Q.U.R. 
Nominor: FENWICK, J. M. Civil IV 
Sewmders: I D GRIEVE, A. N., Civil II. 
nri3) ."^'^"' G. B., Civil U. 
ROW, John, Elec Engin. l i ; Day. 
Personal Details: 
Eng. II Rep. 1965; Symposium Con-
venor 1965-66, 
Nominor: CARTER, D. B., Civil I 
Seconders: I D DAAGAN, P., Civil IV. 
12) ILIFF, M., Civil I I . 
HAI6H, Geoffrey Bruce, Civil Engin. i i ; 
Day. 
Personal Details: 
^ Eng. I Rep. 1964; Q.U.R. 
Nominor: FENWICK, J. M., Civil IV 
Seconders: 11) CARTER, D. B., Civil IV. 
(2) ILIFF, M., Civil U. 
LAW 
BESTON, Bernard Paul, Uw i l ; Evening. 
Nominor: ENGLISH, S .J., Law I I . 
SeconJers: (1) BRITTON, G. T , A.C.C. 
I I * 
^2 | ^ ALLEN, AAason David, A.C.C. 
GARDINER, Franit ReM, Lew 11; D«y. 
Personal Details: 
Lieutenant R.A.N. (Fleet Air Arm) 
now on Reserve; Com. Member Pol. 
U ' : . Club; Ass/Member AAalaysian 
StiJdents Association; President Uni. 
Labor Club. 
g ^ m w : INNES, J. A. M., Law 11. 
^.*13-;Jsll"f'^y^^' J- f^" Law III. 
fSlSfalSf "*'-"*' "^ '• ^^ •^ "•' 
Law Students' Society Exe. 1965; 
Bus. Manager 'Whacko' 1965; Union 
Part-Time Students Com. 1965. 
Nominor: GREGORY, R. S., Law IV. 
^ " S ? VI ' ^  ^ '^^^^' ^' '^ ^" ^ ' 
(2) KLAR, Peter J., Law IV. 
MEDICINE 
WILKIE, William Coin, Mediell|» IV; 
Day. 
Personal Details: 
Year Representative U.Q.M.S.—1964; 
Publicity Officer U.Q.M.S.^1965. 
Nominor: PURNELL, J. N., Med. IV. 
Seconders: I D HOUNS.OW, J, F., 
Med. IV. 
(2) MITCHELL, J. R., Med. IV. 
CHURVEN, Peter Gregory, Med.. I l l ; 
Day. 
Personal Details: 
St. Lucia Vice-President U.Q.M.S.; 
Year Rep. 
Nominor: LOVE, J. F. R, Med. I I I . 
Seconders: 11) ORR, A. M,, Med. IV. 
12) VAN BARNEVELD, J. G., Med. 
I I I . 
SHEPHERD, Peter Ken, Med. IV; Day. 
Nominor: NICHOLSON, D. A., Med. IV. 
Seconders: I D FARRELL, K, T., Med. 
IV 
12) FROST, T J., Med. IV. 
KEMP, Richard John, Med. I l l ; Day. 
Personal Details; 
Year Rep. 1963, 1964; Vice-Pres, U. 
of Q. Debating Society 1965. 
Nominor: LADE, P. J., Med. II I . 
Seconders: I D BIGGS, R. T., Med. III . 
12) WEEDON, A. P., Med. I I . 
RYAN, William Edmond, Med. iV; Day. 
Personal Details: 
Social Committee U.Q.M.S. 
Nominor: HANDY, J. D. T., Med. VI. 
Seconders: ( D FARRELL, K. T., Med. 
IV. 
(2) CUSH, A. W. D., Med. IV. 
BURTON-BRADLEY, Anne Cecilia, Med.-
Speeeh Therapy I I ; Day. 
Personal Details: 
Vice-Pres. Speech Therapy Students' 
Assoc. 1965; Member of Newman 
Society; S.CM. 
Nominor: HANDY, J. D. T., Med. VI. 
Seconders: (1) LESLIE, I. J., Med. I I I . 
(2) WALKER, P. E., .??? III. 
BUSHELL-GUTHRIE, Phillip, Med. Il l; 
Day. 
Pertonel Details: 
Union Council 1962. 
Nominor: O'SHEA, M., Med. II 
Seconders: (1) FORD, P., Med. I l l 
(2) LESLIE, I. J., Med. I I I . 
PHARMACY 
CHAPMAN, John Michael, Science 
Pharmacy 1; Day. 
Nominor: COX, John W., Pharm. I I I . 
Seconders: ( I ) PETRIE, A. F., Pharm 
I I I . 
(2) BARTON, E. G., Pharm. I l l 
HAWKINS, Richard Arthur, Pharmacy 
I I ; Day. 
Penonal Details: 
This is my third year In this faculty 
and am at present on the Queensland 
Pharmacy Students Association Com. 
being Sub-Editor of the magazine 
'Draught'. 
Nominor: BONNER, C. J., Pharm. I I I . 
Seconders: ( I ) HOEY, H. A „ Pharm.JI. 
(2) BRADY, P. E., Pharm. I I . 
PHYSIO 
STRACHAN, Margaret, Physio H; Day. 
Penonal Details: 
Sports Convenor Physio Assn. 1964. 
Nominor: MARKS, Elizabeth, Physio 11. 
Seconders: I D NEUMANN, C. A., 
Physio I I . 
(2) TSANG, S. M., Physio I I . 
CARTWRIGHT, John, Physio, I; Day. 
Penonal Details: 
1st Year Physio. Rep. dr Committee 
Member of Physio. Students' Assoc.; 
Member of U.Q.M.S. 
Nominor: BROWN, M., Physio II. 
Secomlen: (1) DORNAN, P., Physio II. 
(2) MASAAAN, A., Physio I. 
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"Let not ambition mock their useful toil. 
Their homely joys, and destiny obscure;" 
— (Thomas Gray) 
ALL 
HONCXIRABLE 
MEN 
It is emphasized that the following does not necess-
arily represent the views of Semper. 
With the Union elections due a perti-
nent enough question to asi;^  seems to 
bv"Whv are thev standing?" Of course, 
if they're been on Council iDcfore, an 
even more relevant question is "Why 
the hell haven't they done it already?'' 
Before tossing around these fascina-
ting questions, there's often a few 
minutes entertainment to be found in the 
"Personal Details" section. Among the 
crowd this year we have an ex-prefect 
and house captain of B.B. C. 
FRIDAY 
AU&UST 
StNOkS 
J y f orao/^vvsccL 
('funny how they never put it in if they 
come from a State High. ) j a gentle-
man (elected unopposed) who has l^ een 
mixed up in tlie Red X (whatever that 
might be), belongs to the Enoggera 
Trefoil Guild and is Hon. Sec. of the 
third order of St. Francis of Assissi 
(Crypt branch -no less); another has a 
myriad of A.L.P. positions to his 
name; naturally nearly all of the can-
didates belong to the relevant society 
and any number of clubs. Presumably 
all this is supposed to sliow how active 
they are, and apparently it all partic-
ularly relevant to Union Council. 
Most of the candidates are extremely 
keen to represent their faculty on 
Union Council - this of course being so 
vague that it means almost nothing. 
Apart from Clubs and Societies grants -
which are decided in conjunction with 
all the clubs and societies anyway -
little of importance to Clubs and Socie-
ties comes up on the Council. Further-
more, although presumably that is what 
they are on the Council for, very rarely 
do any of the Councillors bring up 
business to Council. (One of the candi-
dates for Arts day has had the nerve to 
put forward the same policy as when he 
got elected in the by-elections earlier 
this year- i.e. get 'the Arts society on 
its feet. Its sui'prising that he hadn't 
done it yet - he could have added an-
other presidency to his list - it all helps 
when one applies for the Diplomatic 
Corps, you know.) There's no reason 
why this year's lot should be any differ-
ent. The vast majority of business of 
council is reierreci to it irom vanou^ 
committees, and Council usually rubber 
stamps it anyway. The original question 
of why they're so keen to sit through 
about six hours of dull discussion re-
mains to be answered. 
The most serious charge that can be 
thrown at most of the candidates is that 
they show remarkably little imaginatioi\ 
and often remarkably little knowledge 
of the whole business. Most ofthe 
policy drivel has all been said before. 
This vague talk about refectory prices 
and queues^xis fares and the library is 
gi-eat stuff - but usually that's as far 
as it ever goes. 
With the way the Council works now, 
the power lies with the executive, and 
this is where a lot of the decisions are 
made. The policies of the executive 
are therefore of particular interest. 
One of the candidates has faithfully 
trotted out the refectory, and student 
concessions - he notes that "this was 
promised in the preceding elections by 
a candidate (probably himself) but has 
not been pursued to-its full extent^\ 
Since he's alreadybeen on the Executive 
for a year - one wonders why he hasnjt 
done anything about it yet. Another 
candidate jumps on the ferry bandwagon 
(he's been kicking around the Union for 
a year, and hasn't given a hand in the 
ferry campaign), and is going to push 
for things like snooker and club rooms, 
etc., all of which have been included 
in the new buildings and there's no way 
that he can stop them now. Yet another 
wants to "clarify relations between 
Semper and the Med. Faculty" (the re-
lationship is perfectly clear now - the 
editor can publish what he likes, pro-
vided it's legal, and stuff the Meds. 
Still, if it goes over well at Herston, 
that's the important thing). 
What this brings out is that many of 
them have no new plans and really don't 
have much to offer. 
Why they actually stand and waste 
our time and money is an interesting 
question. 
Why the rest of you don't do something 
about it is a matter for cynical specu-
lation. 
Peter McCawley 
T H E U N I V E R S I T Y T O D A Y 
This thought provoking, well prepared se r ies continues: 
Monday, 26th July, 1.10 p . m . 
Are Lectures Necessary? - Dr. D.J . Drinkwater M . A., M.A. (Ed.) 
P h . D . , A . B . P s . S. , M . A . C . E . (Dept. of Education), Mr. J. T. Damm 
B.A. , B .ED. , A . B . P s . S . , (Dept. of Psychology). 
Room G17, Social Science Building. 
Monday, 2nd August, 1. 10 p .m. 
Specialization and Wider Education. - Professor G.N. Davies D .D .S . , 
F .A. C D . , (Dept. of Dentistry), Mr. A.D. Pryor , M.A. (Dept. of 
Classics). 
Room 0 17, Social Science Building. 
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EXECUTIVE 
From these 
PREoIDENT 
Hills, I.Ko 
Ong, .K.H.C. 
Woodgate, R.W. 
Jennings, G.H. 
Loxton, V.P. 
Oley, ru.W. 
HON. o-XRSTARY 
r-iikkelsen, A.D. 
Thorburn, J.H. 
HON. TR};:AOUR:-;R 
O'Rourke, R.J. 
Tooheyf B.J. 
JT. LUCIA FULL-TIME VICE-PRKd 
Gadaloff, P.H. 
Marshall, R.I). 
Winter, L.C. 
ST. LUCIA PART-Tir^ VICE-PRBo 
Baker, B. 
Gregory, R.ii. 
Lindsay-Smith, L, 
HERJTON VICB..PR}^ JIDEMT 
Frost, T.J. 
Purnell , J.fJ. 
The following Faculty Reps, 
to the 55th Union Council 
were elected unapposed. 
Agriculture: C.G. Blunt 
Arts Pa r t -T ime: 
A.R. Henderson 
F . J . Mines 
G.B. Sterling 
A.H. Vicks 
Commerce Full-Time: 
T . E . McCarthy 
Commerce Pa r t -T ime : 
R . J . MacLeod 
Education Ful l-Time: 
N . P . Herron 
Education Par t -T ime: 
" M.A. Colston 
D . C . C . Guyatt 
Physical Education; 
G . F . Brookes 
Science Ful l -Time: 
A . J . Eales 
J . R . English 
R . J . Nicholls 
Science Pa r t -T ime; 
D.K. O'Toole 
T . P . Rout 
Veterinary Science: 
P . Geddes 
MILTON 
FOR 
SQUASH 
Staffed by A Grade Players 
Partners available! at all times 
Come Alone — or in a Croup 
9.30 a.m. — 10.30 p.m. Mon. to 
Friday. 
9 a.m. — 7. p.m. Saturday. 
9.30 a.m. — 5.30 p.m. Sunday. 
WOMEN'S SPORTS UNION 
ELECTION OF OFFICE-BEARERS 1965-66 
Polling for the Office of Student Vice-President 
of the University of Queensland Women's Sports 
Union for the year 1965-66 will take place at the 
same time and in conjunction with the University 
of Queensland Students' Union Elections for Office 
Bearers. 
The pereons nominated are as follows: 
Miss L. Rutledge - U.Q.W. Fencing Club. 
Faculty of Science 
Miss Jill Forbes - U.Q.W. Swimming Club. 
Faculty of Medicine (Physiotlierapy). 
Final results of the Pollwill be announced in due 
course. 
Nominations for the Offices of President and 
Honorary Secretary were received as follows : -
President; Miss Judith L Gibson-U.Q.W. Athletics 
and Women's Lawn Tennis Clubs. 
Faculty of Physical Education. 
Hon. Secretary: Miss Jill Chandler - U.Q.W. Judo 
Club. Faculty or Arts. 
These being the only nominations received, the 
persons named are hereby declared duly elected 
for the year 1965-66. 
ELIZABETH CHATER, 
Electoral Officer - U.Q.W.S.U. 
WMy me 
WORK/m 
MEN'S SPORTS UNION 
ELECTION OF OFFICE-BEARERS 1965-66 
Polling for the Office of President ofthe Uni-
versity of Queensland Sports Union for the year 
1965-66 will take place at the same time and in 
conjunction with the University of Queensland 
Students' Union Election for Office Bearers. 
The persons nominated for the position of Presi-
dent are; -
Mr. P. Clutterbuck - U . Q . Boat Club. Faculty of 
Science. 
Mr. R. Trivett - U .Q. Football Club (Rugby 
Union). Faculty of Vet. Science. 
Final results of the Pollwill be announced in due 
course. 
Only one nomination for the Office of Honorary 
Secretary was received, namely Mr. G. Turner, 
U.Q. Hockey Club, Faculty of Commerce, and in 
accordance with the University of Queensland Sports 
Union Constitution, is hereby declared duly elected 
as the Honorary Secretary for the year 1965-66. 
W.E.P. HARRIS, 
Electoral Officer - U.Q.S.U. 
POLICY, P.J. Clutterbuck 
In the election for President of Sports 
Union my policy will be to complete 
projects already undertaken, and also 
to consider long range plans for the 
future requirements of the Sports Union 
and the individual Clubs. 
The most important issues at hand are 
firstly to press for the earliest possible 
completion of the J .D. Story Pavilion, 
and also the new Boatshed. 
As most of you know at least nine 
indoor Clubs are at present restricted by 
the inadequacy of their present facilities 
and I shall endeavour to find temporary 
accommodation for these Clubs near the 
St. Lucia campus until a decision is made 
on the ]D. Story Pavilion. The existing 
boatshed was built some 30 years ago, 
as a temporary structure, and recently 
A .U.C. granted the funds for its replace-
ment. 
As I complete my course this year I 
will be able to devote any amount of 
time required to the Sports Union in 
general, and to any Club in particular. 
Nominator: 
Seconders: 
J. Ireland 
M. Morris 
J. Guerassimoff 
WOM£N'S 
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THE GOLPEN BEARS 
The 'Bears' arrived at 5. 30 a.m. on 
Monday the 5th, and leh at 8.30 a.m. 
the next Monday. In the week they were 
here they made a vivid impression both 
on and off the football field. Monday 
afternoon saw the 'Bears' have their 
first "workout" at Uni. No. 3 Oval. The 
training was conducted lightheartedly 
but it revealed a big and impressive 
looking team. 
Their first night in Queensland was 
spent at a Cocktail Party where some 
of the tourists established strongU.S.-
Australian relations. 
Tuesday saw another "workout" at the 
Brisbane Grammar School. Here, the 
crowd of schoolboys were delighted by 
the 'Bears' skill at throwing the grid-
iron football. A reception was given by 
the Lord Mayor at the City Hall that 
afternoon and at this function the tourists 
claimed the Lord Mayor and many had 
photos of themselves taken with their 
arms around the Lord Mayer in full, 
dress-robes. At night a barbeque was 
held at Mr. Tim Osborne's Hamilton 
residence. 
Wednesday morning the "Bears' 
worked out at Marist Brothers, Ash-
grove. This was the final practice be-
fore the University game and they looked 
a very capable side. After lunch the 
team gathered at Lone Pine Sanctuary. 
Here the 'Bears' got their first close-
up of Kangaroos and Koalas. It is to be 
hoped that t)iese animals recover from 
the shocks they received. Several in-
teresting and intimate photos were 
taken of the 'Bears' encountered with 
these creatures. At least nan a uozen 
'roos were seen fleeing towards Upper 
Brookfield, while other Emus and 
Wallabies are suffering from injured 
backs z-eceived as the Californians tried 
their riding sidlls. 
At 3.15 p.m. on Thursday, a good 
mid-week crowd saw one of the most 
spectacular games seen at Normanby. 
The University of California and the 
University of Queens land draw nine-all, 
with the Bears scoring three tries to 
none by Queensland. The Bears started 
a new era in Rugby with long overhead 
passing and vigorous tackling.Lineouts 
were dominated by Loren Hawley, Stan 
Dzuraand Jim Pinson; in the backs Tom 
Relies, Tom Blanchfield and Jerry 
Walter had good games. After the match, 
festivities proceeded at the Rugby Union 
Club and then later at the Brookfield 
Show Ground. Here the Bears relaxed, 
looked over the Hall for "beavers", 
enjoyed a few quiet beers, and generally 
had a good time. The only unfortunate 
incident was the fact that Californian 
Ptan Dzura and University student John 
Krimmer were injured in a car accident 
on their way home. Stan and John are 
both at present in the General Hospital 
recovering. 
At Chevron beer-garden on Friday, 
Tom Brown and "Chips" Chiappone in-
troduced the "jerk" to Surfers. 
On Saturday morning, they trained 
at Marist Brothers, Ashgrove and be-
gan to assimilate what they learned on 
Thursday. In the afternoon the Bears 
watched various football codes. That 
night was spent resting for the Sunday 
game. A few Bears went to local picture 
shows and thought canvas seats were a 
great hit. 
On Sunday the Bears assembled at 
Normanby and played another great 
game against Queensland, drawing 
eight-all. This left the Bears undefeated 
after two games and in both instances 
they were unlucky not to win. Monday 
morning the Bears left Lennon's at 
8.30 a.m. in a chartered bus. Their 
next port of call is Armidale. 
(Enough of these tantalizing mnuendos, e.g. "Vivid 
impressions", "U.S. -Australianrelations'V^ntimate 
photos". Did the "Bears" score or didn't they? 
The article said (often) that the "Bears" drank 
Queensland beer. In future it would be appreciated 
if reports were confined mainly to performance on 
field. The editor, in his ignorance, is reluctant 
to cut such facts as, Mr, Tim Osborne has a Hamil-
ton residence, in case they relate to the spotl. ) 
C 0 r 4 c e . ? T c^tk.'^&OUDC^ b ^ A R S 
\ - • • 
• •" C^i 
. ^ . v - J . • 
* . , • • .• • • 
%£l>OR£ AFT&f^ 
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EXECUTIVE 
From these 
PREc>IDiJNT 
Hills, I.K, 
Ong, .M.H.C. 
Woodgate, R.W. 
nCEi>RE:ilD2NT 
Jennings, G.H. 
Loxton, W.P. 
Oley, T'uW. 
HON. :J-:GRSTARY 
Mikkeisen, A.D. 
Thorburn, J.H. 
HON. Ti-^ AoURl'lR 
O'Rourke, R.J. 
Toohey, B,J. 
oT. LUCIA FULL-TIME VIGE-PRES 
Gadaloff, P.H. 
rfeirshall, R.l). 
Winter, L.G. 
ST. LUCIA PART~TI14E VICE-PREo 
Baker, B. 
Gregory, R.is, 
Lindsay-dmith, L, 
HERJTON VICE>PRh;:3IUE^ JT 
Frost, T.J . 
Purnell, J.!^. 
The following Faculty Reps, 
to the 55tli Union (Council 
were elected unapposed. 
Agriculture: C.G. Blunt 
Arts P a r t - T i m e : 
A.R. Henderson 
F . J . Mines 
G .B . Sterling 
A.H. Vicks 
Commerce Ful l-Time: 
T . E . McCarthy 
Commerce Par t -T ime: 
R . J . MacLeod 
Education Ful l -Time: 
N . P . Herron 
Education Par t -T ime; 
M.A. Colston 
D . C . C . Guyatt 
Physical Education; 
G . F . Brookes 
Science Ful l -Time; 
A . J . Eales 
J . R . English 
R . J . Nicholls 
Science Pa r t -T ime ; 
D.K. O'Toole 
T . P . Rout 
Veterinary Science: 
P . Geddes 
MILTON 
FOR 
SQUASH 
Staffed by A Grade Players 
Partners available! at all times 
Come Alone — or in a Croup 
9.30 a.m. — 10.30 p.m. Mon. to 
Friday. 
9 a.m. — 7. p.m. Saturday. 
9.30 a.m. — 5.30 p.m. Sunday. 
WOMEN'S SPORTS UNION 
ELECTION OF OFFICE-BEARERS 1965-66 
Polling for the Office of Student Vice-President 
of the University of Queensland Women's Sports 
Union for the year 1965-66 will take place at the 
same time and in conjunction with the University 
of Queensland Students' Union Elections for Office 
Bearers. 
The persons nominated are as follows: 
Miss L Rutledge - U . Q . W . Fencing Club. 
Faculty of Science 
Miss jill Forbes - U.Q.W. Swimming Club. 
Faculty of Medicine (Physiotherapy). 
Final results of the Poll will be announced in due 
course. 
Nominations for the Offices of President and 
Honorary Secretary were received as follows ;-
President: Miss Judith L Gibson-U.Q.W. Athletics 
and Women's Lawn Tennis Clubs. 
Faculty of Physical Education. 
Hon. Secretary: Miss Jill Chandler - U . Q . W . Judo 
Club. Faculty or Arts. 
These being the only nominations received, the 
persons named are hereby declared duly elected 
for the year 1965-66. 
ELIZABETH CHATER, 
Electoral Officer - U.Q.W.S.U. 
\Nny 
l/SMAy} 
MEN'S SPORTS UNION 
ELECTION OF OFFICE-BEARERS 1965-66 
Polling for the Office of President of the Uni-
versity of Queensland Sports Union for the year 
1965-66 will take place at the same time and ia 
conjunction with the University of Queensland 
Students' Union Election for Office Bearers. 
The persons 
dent are; -
nominated for the position of Presi-
Mr. P. Clutterbuck - U.Q. Boat Club, Faculty of 
Science. 
Mr. R. Trivett - U.Q. Football Club (Rugby 
Onion). Faculty of Vet. Science. 
Final results of the Pollwill be announced in due 
course. 
Only one nomination for the Office of Honorary 
Secretary was received, namely Mr. G. Turner, 
U.Q, Hockey Club, Faculty of Commerce, and in 
accordance with the University of Queensland Sports 
Union Constitution, is hereby declared duly elected 
as the Honorary Secretary for the year 1965-66. 
W.E.P. HARRIS, 
Electoral Officer - U.Q.S.U. 
POLICY, P.J. Clutterbuck 
In the election for President of Sports 
Union my policy will be to complete 
projects already undertaken, and also 
to consider long range plans for the 
future requirements of the Sports Union 
and the individual Clubs. 
The most important issues at hand are 
firstly to press for the earliest possible 
completion of the J.D. Story Pavilion, 
and also the new Boatshed. 
As most of you know at least nine 
indoor clubs are at present restricted by 
the inadequacy of their present facilities 
and I shall endeavour to find temporary 
accommodation for these Clubs near the 
St. Lucia campus until a decision is made 
on the ]D. Story Pavilion. The existing 
boatshed was built some 30 years ago, 
as a temporary structure, and recently 
A .U.C granted the funds for its replace-
ment. 
As 1 complete my course this year I 
will be able to devote any amount of 
time required to the Sports Union in 
general, and to any Club in particular. 
Nominator: 
Seconders: 
J. Ireland 
M. Morris 
J. Guerassimoff 
WOMEN'S 
6<rsJ(e tbtti/Team 
bftkB-Q. 
2,0 P0Mc/is<i. St 
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The 'Bears' arrived at 5.30 a.m. on 
Monday the 5th, and leh at 8.30 a.m. 
the next Monday. In the week they were 
here they made a vivid impression both 
on and off the football field. Monday 
afternoon saw the 'Bears' have their 
first "workout" at Uni. No. 3 Oval. The 
training was conducted lightheartedly 
but it revealed a big and impressive 
looking team. 
Their first night in Queensland was 
spent at a Cocktail Party where some 
of the tourists established strongU.S.-
Australian relations. 
Tuesday saw another "workout" at the 
Brisbane Grammar School. Here, the 
crowd of schoolboys were delighted by 
the 'Bears' skill at throwing the grid-
iron football. A reception was given by 
the Lord Mayor at the City Hall that 
afternoon and at this function the tourists 
claimed the Lord Mayor and many had 
photos of themselves taken with their 
arms around the Lord Mayer in full. 
dress-robes. At night a barbeque was 
held at Mr. Tim Osborne's Hamilton 
residence. 
Wednesday morning the "Bears' 
worked out at Marist Brothers, Ash-
grove. This was the final practice be-
fore the University game and they looked 
a very capable side. After lunch the 
team gathered at Lone Pine Sanctuary. 
Here the 'Bears' got their first close-
up of Kangaroos and Koalas. It is to be 
hoped that tjiese animals recover from 
the shocks they received. Several in-
teresting and intimate photos were 
taken of the 'Bears' encountered with 
these creatures. At least nan a uozen 
'roos were seen fleeing towards Upper 
Brookfield, while other Emus and 
Wallabies are suffering from injured 
backs received as the Californians tried 
their riding sidlls. 
At 3.15 p.m. on Thursday, a good 
mid-week crowd saw one of the most 
spectacular games seen at Normanby. 
The University of California and the 
CoficcTT ^th, GouTjej^  bEAas 
University of Queens land draw nine-all, 
with the Bears scoring three tries to 
none by Queensland. The Bears started 
a new era in Rugby with long overhead 
passing and vigorous tackling. Lineouts 
were dominated by Loren Hawley, Stan 
Dzuraand Jim Pinson; in the backs Tom 
Relies, Tom Blanchfield and Jerry 
Walter had good games. After the match, 
festivities proceeded at the Rugby Union 
Club and then later at the Brookfield 
Show Ground. Here the Bears relaxed, 
looked over the Hall for "beavers", 
enjoyed a few quiet beers, and generally 
had a good time. The only unfortunate 
incident was the fact that Californian 
Ptan Dzura and University student John 
fCrimmer were injured in a car accident 
on their way home. Stan and John are 
both at present in the General Hospital 
recovering. 
At Chevron beer-garden on Friday, 
Tom Brown and "Chips" Chiappone in-
troduced the "jerk" to Surfers. 
On Saturday morning, they trained 
at Marist Brothers, Ashgrove and be-
gan to assimilate what they learned on 
Thursday. In the afternoon the Bears 
watched various football codes. That 
night was spent resting for the Sunday 
game. A few Bears went to local picture 
shows and thought canvas seats were a 
great hit. 
On Sunday the Bears assembled at 
Normanby and played another great 
game against Queensland, drawing 
eight-all. This left the Bears undefeated 
after two games and in both instances 
they were unlucky not to win. Monday 
morning the Bears left Lennon's at 
8.30 a.m. in a chartered bus. Their 
next port of call is Armidale. 
(Enough of these tantalizing mnuendos, e.g. "Vivid 
impressions", "U.S.-Australianrelatlons",'1ntimate 
photos". Did the "Bears" score or didn't they? 
The article said (often) that the "Bears" drank 
Queensland beer. In future It would be appreciated 
if reports were confined mainly to performance on 
field. The editor, In his ignorance, is reluctant 
to cut such facts as, Mr. Tim Osborne has a Hamil-
ton residence, in case they relate to the sport. ) 
ft 
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FORK OUT FOR ^ 
DROUGHT 
^ % 
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U 
L 
Y 
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A drought, one of nature's more 
merciless inflictions is again attacking 
the pastoral strongholds of Australia. 
In its wake countless numbers of valu-
able livestock are being left to die while 
those remaining face meritable death 
as fodder supplies dwindle. The pastoral 
industry is being forced to its knees. 
This industry in indisputably the back-
bone of Australia's economy and the 
crushing blow dealt out by the present 
drought affects very significantly the 
progress and stability of our society. 
The problem is thus of national im-
portance . 
Queensland leans heavily on primary 
industries with its beef, wool, cane and 
wheat exports establishing invaluable 
overseas credit. Such industries must 
be maintained. 
Out West, cattle and sheep are dying 
by the thousands,almost all due to lack 
of fodder. The point is being reached 
where nucleus stock is also" dying. This 
stock constitutes the basis for future 
stock replacement and must be saved. 
This responsibility rests squarely on 
every individual. 
We must at all costs avert this national 
tragedy. 
Contribute generously to the Drought 
Relief Fund, This Fund is by no means 
a charity drive; it is a sure investment 
in the economic future of Australia. 
• ' • - . • . : . . . J V . 
Semper Floreat 5/8/65 
hell hath no l imits 
nor is circumscribed 
In one self-place; for where we are is Hell, 
And where Hell is , there must we ever be. 
Hell is the concept of alienation in its most terr ible 
form: the alienation of a person from his God. Even the 
atheist cannot espape: although he has no God, he has 
his own gods (or "lights"). ~ 
Alienation - for selfish, short-sighted man has ever 
been the appalling central fact of his experience; the 
prodigal son, the ancient Fall myth - man, through his 
own flaws, in the outer darkness - writhing, naked, and 
ALONE. 
s V :Lj ,»* 'S^J |^^^^^ 
And he CRIES) The tears grain hi5 face with lines. 
His straining body - sobbing, sweating, as he claws 
and grasps for a redeeming hold on life. Yet from 
the depths comes the supreme fulfilment - the sense of 
ecstatic release (as Atlas when the world was lifted 
from his shoulders; as though the flaying a r m s 
embraced a meeting hand) - the sense of UNION - of 
the relationship of sheer Love, 
In the modern world, the passion is latent to an 
apathy of dissociated life. This is a crust - itself 
manifest estrangement, but as the crust is cracked a 
hundred seething alien forces MUST tear humanity to 
shreds . 
Man's belief in himself has always been inversely 
proportional to his real mastery - which formerly 
gave ignorant men a supporting strength. Now, with 
human life in his hands, man can know the depths of 
abjectness. 
Modern ar t is ts create from the climate of feeling -
and almost universally they have seen man, his thoughts 
and works - as contorted in frustration and disharmony 
("without form, and void"). 
Human machine cannot pass the razor-edge line 
edging its cubes; the notes cannot exceed their strained, 
bound phrase in a music where no hear ts sing. 
Society has approached plebeian vulgarity within an 
intellectual frame: 
the words do not fit no words come. 
"Relationships" - (free sexual, homosexual. . . ) a re 
widespread as they are superficial. In the dance, the 
frantic gyrations match the separation of the par tners . 
Behind all looms what Marx saw "the intellectual 
desolation, artificially produced by converting 
immature human beings into mere machines" (if un-
educated). 
The educated have the sadder plight of knowing - of 
seeing it all with almost masochistic awareness. The 
Socratic wisdom is now appreciated "one thing only do 
we know: that we know Nothing". 
Modern man senses, if not KNOWS that he is alone 
in a Universe. He is alone in a life without meaning, 
for life has no meaning save what he may put into it. 
This is \e absolute alienation from the age-old God 
"out there" , and he is leaping to dead s ta r s . 
A twentieth century wri ter has said 
"All religion, all life, all art, all expression come 
down at last to this - to the efforts of the human soul 
to break through its ba r r i e r of loneliness, ,of 
intolerable loneliness, and make contact with another 
searching soul, or with what all souls seek, which 
is (by any name) God, t l 
But modern man for all his experience has suffered 
a rea l FALL comparable with the mythological fall of 
Adam and Eve, 
His loss of Innocence in a material , mechanical, 
vulgar, grossly insecure world. His fruit is ripe to 
the point of rotting: Love is the sublime concept of 
innocence; lust will never lift man from his "HELL". 
And what might I hold to amid this carnage of lost 
ideas? 
Tidying up I vi^ ould th ink . . . of the god man .may build 
in his heart, of a world one - yet which is cruel to 
itself: in war, in famine, in hate - but cruelest in its 
futility which burns at the heart of living. 
" But what am I? 
An infant, crying in the night; 
An infant, crying for the light 
and with no language but a cry. " 
Semper Floreat - 5/8/65 
HRE OF SAPPHIRE^VLADIMIR NABOKOV 
Invitation to a Beheading ; 
Bend Sinister: Lolita: The Defence 
In purpose, if not in detail, much of 
Nabokov is similar, as will become 
obvious; so I give detailed comments 
only on Invitation to a Beheading and 
The Defence. 
To Nabokov, Invitation to a Beheading 
is "a violin in a void"; to many critics, 
it's only an indictment against totalitar-
ionism. Certainly it's that; but it's 
much more. 
The microcosm of Cincannatus's 
agony under totalitarianism becomes 
the macrocosm of all men's agony under 
the weight of the existential predicament, 
a cosmic agony. 
For C, mercy is a tactless word: 
cosmic mercy is the same. C wants to 
know why and when he will be beheaded, 
longs so desperately that he declares; 
"I shall evolve a third eye on the back 
of my neck . . . . a mad eye, wide open, 
with dilating pupil and pink venation on 
tho glossy ball". How grotesquely this 
symbolizes man's desire to know when 
and why he, as Camus said, "is con-
demned to death". C is imprisoned; 
man is his own prison and his jailers — 
everyone'. C has trouble keeping an 
impervious soul while others have 
transparent souls, at the same time 
feigning translucence; this is man try-
ing to sanctify a part of himself no one 
can desecrate. Man needs others to 
light up his life but fears their help. 
What we do is so different from what 
we want to do. 
C has difficulty convincing himself 
he exists; is constricted by the "here 
and now" and yet "the probability of a 
future decreases in inverse proportion 
to its theoretical remoteness"; wants 
only to express himself'in defiance of 
all the world's muteness"; imagines 
only in dream the real world of which 
this one is a clumsy copy. He calls this 
life the "painted life", a parody of life, 
a gaudy forgery, as in Richardson's 
film "The Entertainer". He allows life 
to flow out of him without his actually 
living it, like Remarque in "All Quiet 
On The Western Front". 
C fears starting something he won't 
finish and so he implies people fear 
starting to live because then death is 
all the more intolerable. Existentialist 
Par Lagerkvist claims uncertainty is 
the only certainty; Camus defied cosmic 
uncertainty with a love for life and 
humanity; but C finds uncertainty un-
bearable but refuses "the mush of hope, 
this thick, sweet slop". In the end he 
declares it's dangerous to give meaning 
to the meaningless and that it's ridic-
ulous to seek salvation. This is 
Sartrean, reinforced by the last wishes 
granted him:"a glass of wine or a brief 
trip to the toilet". It's absurd, comic 
but undeniably pathetic. 
Invitation to a Beheading is a sur-
realist phantasmagoria of the most 
startling and colourful visual images, 
far superior to The Castle and The 
Trial by Kafka with whom Nabokov 
wants to be compared. But the philos-
ophy has the complexity and clarity of 
a crystal. 
Bend Sinister is bitter bile. Nabokov 
records the criminal insanity of 
Fascism with cold horror. But it's too 
impersonal to have the poignancy of 
Orwell's 1984 and its plot lacks the 
grey inevitability of the crushed in-
dividual achieved in Animal Farm. 
In Lolita there's some fierce black 
humor but as satire on U.S. life, it's 
very wCc k. It's a harrowing account of 
the insane, panting, sexual obsession 
of Humbert for his nymphet, "four feet 
ten in one sock". You see his diabolical 
plotting and scheming to possess Lolita, 
his "sin", his "soul" but she has the 
power over him. Soured by Kafkesque 
guilt, envenomed when he loses her, he 
murders the man who freed her from 
him, and in a roaring climax is ai'rested. 
The style of slang and cliche has a 
certain indefinable brilliance. Perhaps 
in . English, Nabokov achieved what 
Cincinnatus longed to achieve - "word 
propinquity" - a copulation of phrases, 
not just verbs. That isn't the only 
copulation, of course, but there's no 
eroticism. There's just the machine-
like compulsion of insanity. This lack 
of eroticism is intensional making 
Lolita an excellent achievement. 
The Defence concerns the nature of 
compulsion, genius and insanity. Luzhin 
the child is indifferent and apathethic. 
His parents naturally (but unsuccess-
fully) encourage him to play with other 
children but one day his whole world 
goes dark and one flame remains - the 
allure of chess. The rest of the novel 
becomes a dance of death with Luzhin, 
the moth, compelled to the flame of 
fulfilment in anecstasy of trance, which 
becomes an agony. The parents worry 
about the obsessive nature of the in-
terest but his father dies in a callous 
description by Nabokov. 
Luzhin becomes an international 
chess genius promoted by Valentinov 
who's only interested in Luzhin as a 
child prodigy. He meets a woman 
attracted to him emotionally while re -
coiling from his inadequacies and foibles 
as a man. He studies chess without 
even using the chessmeh.lt drains him 
of energy for life. But then he's put his 
life-force into chess, as Dylan Thomas 
did into poetry. Chess has given him 
life and he gives his life to it. The girl's 
mother pleads with her daughter not to 
marry him. And as the former insults 
him, all he sees are chess patterns in 
the carpet - chess patterns everywhere. 
He exhaust himzclf, thinking reality 
is a dream. A penetrating sequence of 
his phychosis follows, as Luzhin wants 
to free himself; "to break out.some-
where - even if into non-existence". 
The girl cares for him when he's 
allowed out of the sanitorium, but we 
sense her affection is more pity than 
love. But they marry and she is devoted 
to him or is it she's devoted to saving 
him from self-destruction? She tries 
to interest him in everythingbar chess 
and he too realizes that new interest in 
chess could only destroy him. But he 
can't destroy the fatal compulsion, not 
without destroying himself for chess, is 
him. Just as he'd worked out a magni-
ficent chess defence manouvre, so he 
makes his last defence against the flame 
of his desire. And he has to make it 
with his life. 
The plots of Nabokov are masterly; 
the climaxes - chattering. And for all 
his coldness and lack of involvement, 
perhaps because of it, his characters 
are realistic and convincing, both the 
psychotic and the sane. Nabokov never 
comments on his characters but it is 
his mastery to make them live by 
themselves. 
Vladimir Nabokov has created a 
magic world with magic words high 
above the tick of time - and glimmering 
with the cold fire of sapphire. 
Graham Rowlands 
DINE AT THE . . . 
Old Vienna 
Restaurant 
OPEN: 
MONDAY 
TO 
FRIDAY 
SATURDAY 
6 p.m 
9.30 a.m. 
TO 
9.30 p.m. 
9.30 a.m. 
To 12 Noon 
.-n.15p.m. 
REMEMBER OLD VIENNA 
BRISBANE ARCADE 
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Letters 
RALPH COONEY IN THE SHADOWS 
OF RUSSELL 
One would gather from Ralph Cooneyfe 
article on Bertrand Russell (Semper 
8/7/65) that beneath all his high-
sounding phrases, old Bert has just the 
same cravings for religion and super-
natural reassurance as the rest of us 
(and as Mr. Cooney?). 
Mr. Cooney says, " . . . a number of 
his (Russell's) statements seem to 
s u r e s t that his atheism is not held 
with the concrete conviction, that he 
would lead us to believe". He then pro-
ceeds to quote Rilke, Santayana and 
Edgar Brightman(Edgar Brightman'. '), 
men whose point of view could not be 
more antithetical to Russell's, and goes 
on to put words into Russell's mouth 
with about twenty words lifted from 
contexts which he doesn't diyulge. 
Neither of the semi-quotes, taken by 
themselves, is sufficient to cause any-
one who knows Russell's work to fear 
that the old boy has made a death-bed 
recantation of his forcefully-held views, 
but lest the way in which Mr. Cooney 
employs the philosopher's words should 
mislead those unfamiliar with Russell's 
work, I should like to quote two 
passages from an essay, "Mysticism 
and Logic", which Russell wrote in 1914 
(when, by the way, he was in his mid-
forties). To my knowledge he has made 
no significant change in his position 
since then. 
" fully developed mysticism 
seems to me mistaken. I yet believe 
that, by sufficient restraint, there is 
an element of wisdom to be learned 
from the mystical way of feeling, which 
does not seem tQ be attainable in any 
other manner. If this is the truth, 
mysticism is to be commended as an 
attitude towards life, not as a creed, 
about the world. The Metaphysical 
creed, I shall maintain, is a mistaken 
outcome of emotion, although this 
emotion, as colouring and informing 
all other feelings, is the inspirer of 
whatever is best in man." 
At the conclusion of the essay Russell 
writes, "A truly scientific philosophy 
will be more humble, more piecemeal, 
more arduous, offering less glitter of 
outward mirage to flatter fallacious 
hopes, but more indifferent of fate, and 
more capable of accepting the world 
without the tyrannous imposition of our 
human and temporary demands". 
It is this, Russell's scientific and 
humane view of the world, which he 
exhibits even today which must lead us 
someday to acknowledge him as one of 
the greatest Christian atheists in the 
sorry history of this planet. 
Peter Roberts 
The noticeboard proclaimed that a 
CSeneral Meeting of the Arts Society 
would be held at 1.10 p.m. on Thursday, 
22nd July in Room 72. No member of 
the Arts Society Committee turned up 
at the time and place designated. The 
following is a motion passed by those 
at the meeting. 
To the Arts Society Committee: 
As members of the Arts Faculty, we 
hereby register a protest at the blatant 
inconvenience caused tous by the mem-
bers of the Committee who called this 
meeting. We express a motion of no-
confidence in the Committee and demand 
that a suitable public explanation of 
their behaviour be given in Semper. 
1.25 p.m., 22/7/65, Room 72. 
N.R. Simps6n , Arts I (Hons.); B.A. 
Gayler, Arts I (Hons.); R.K. Hoare, 
Arts I; I. Wright. Arts I (Hons.); H. 
Taylor, Arts I; M. Melnik, Arts I; C. 
White, Arts I; M. O'Brien, Arts I (Hons.); 
A. Wood, Arts I (Hons.); M. Mans-
bridge. Arts I (Hons.); D. Greenhalgh, 
Arts II, H. G. McLearie, Arts II; A. 
Green, Arts II; G. Little, Arts II. 
Extracting the Goldfinger 
We should take this opportunity of 
congratulating our beneficent Govern-
ment for the sterling job it has again 
performed in encouraging the love of 
esoteric literature in our society. 
How the public will now joy in its 
thousands to such otherwise little-known 
works such as Lolita, Lady Chatterly's 
Lover, etc. Even the little children now 
eagerly await the great dispensation, 
due solely to the literary education 
supplied by their high-minded Fathers 
and their moral Sunday newspapers. 
With the magic touch for stimulating 
keen (though admittedly only academic) 
interest, we humbly suggest to the 
powers that be that in view ofthe decline 
in recent years of religious fervour and 
political bigotry, they take the appro-
priate steps to remedy the situation -
namely by adding to the banned list for 
a few years such titles as "The Bible" 
and Smith's "Wealth of Nations". 
gross distortion 
Dear Sir, 
I wish to point out to William Hauff 
(Semper Floreat 22/7/65) that the r e -
view ofthe Los Angeles concert (Semper 
8/7/65) differed from the one I wrote 
in two respects: 
(i) I mentioned guitar accompaniment 
"in the last of these (songs)" and 
(ii) spoke of the "excellence of their 
ensemble". 
That these errors did occur in the 
processes of type-setting was un-
fortunate. 
I did not mistake the Faura for the 
Duparc and re-affirm my view of the 
latter. Differences of opinion are bound 
to arise when subjective preferences 
are made, but surely such disagree-
ments could be voiced in language more 
suited to the occasion. 
Gerald Glynn 
Music Honours IV 
WHERE IS FANCY BRED? 
Dear Sir, 
What's left for Semper? NEWS'. 
You ask what should go into a Uni-
versity paper - asserting that Semper 
cannot be a newspaper while it appears 
fortnightly. Why not ? You say Semper' s 
function is "to examine critically in-
stitutions and modes of behaviour" -
but how are we to know what these in-
stitutions and modes of behaviour are, 
if we have no newspaper to inform us 
of their current manifestations ? 
We are a community of over 10,000 
active, literate, articulate people, al-
ways bewailing our lack of corporate 
identity. To achieve this, c.i . we need 
a newspaper, objectively reporting 
every aspect of University life - report-
ing, not merely commenting on it. 
There's a place for comment, of course, 
but if Semper editors are the only 
students who know what's really happen-
ing, how are we to judge whether the 
comment is justified or not? 
I urge that Semper organize itself 
into the (fortnightly'.) newspaper we so 
desperately need. With a format we can 
find our way in - e.g. front page, 
leading news item plus editorial com-
ment; page 2, faculty doings; pages 3 
& 4, lively reports of all club meetings; 
page 5, news (not gossip) about leading 
University personalities, including 
students, staff, and graduates; pages 
6 & 7, news about all sports in which 
'" students participate (don't be rude, 
now); page 8, social functions and r e -
views; and so on - all broken up with 
jokes, drawings, and photographs of 
University life contributed by students. 
I understand that an editor's job con-
sists mainly of sifting the wheat from 
the chaff among submissions from a 
team of active news-gathering report-
ers. You obviously need a lot more 
reporters (and photographers) thanyou 
have now, but they're just waiting to be 
organized. 
Please, please, Mr. Editor - rescue 
us from the vague "they say" followed 
by conjecture which is the usual r e s -
ponse to such innocuous questions as -
What's that new building intended for? 
Is it all right for women students to 
wear slacks ? 
What aire some facts, academic and 
otherwise, about the new lecturer we're 
getting? 
- not to mention others of a more 
provocative nature. 
- Yours hopefully, 
Esther Roland. 
Semper Floreat 5/8/6S 
BIRTH RATE FALLS 
Russel partial victory 
CAREERS IN 
ADMINISTRATION 
The Commonwealth Public Service Board's 
Administrative Training Scheme at Canberra provides 
twelve months' special training in government 
administration. This is challenging work of national 
importance, with excellent prospects for advancement. The 
salary range for trainees is £1,482-£1,848 for men and 
£1,281-£1,647 for women. The minimum commencing 
salary for honours graduates is £1,543 for men and £1,342 
for women. Applications from final-year students in 
Arts, Commerce, Economics, Law or Science should 
be forwarded to the Secretary, 
COMMONWEALTH PUBLIC SERVICE BOARD 
CANBERRA 
.6 
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Replies 
A detailed questionnaire was distributed among students of 
Arts and other faculties. 
Some correlations have emerged, and also several interesting 
absolute trends in student thought and behaviour. The material 
elicited has been too bullcy for extensive correlation in the time 
available, and the Semper Survey Part 3 will be conducted early 
in 3rd term, lo furnish a thorough and exhaustive analysis. 
Several divisions comprised the survey: (A) Backgi'ound; 
(B) Aims in Life; (C) University Life; (D) Drinking & Sex; 
(E) Religion; (F) Politics; (G) Miscellaneous, culture and 
activities. 
A general point might first be noted - large numbers of 
students did not know the meanings of such words as Theist, 
Deist, Pantheist, Orgasm; moreover many answers showed 
contradictions only explainable on the grounds of ignorance of 
the concepts acknowledged, or very muddy thinking. 
Then, Now,Tomorrow 
B: •Ql. WOULD YOU SAY YOUR AIMS IN UFEARE 
satisfaction 
security 
comfort 
a happy married life 
contentment 
children to care after 
to know and understand yourself 
to do good for others 
to attempt to slake a thirst to know .. 
to understand 
to live a Christ-like life 
to be respected 
to be wealthy or "well off" 
Totals Arts Others 
24 
29 
37 
30 
22 
28 
15 
12 
4 
15 
8 
6 
16 
8 
13 
5 
11 
8 
9 
17 
5 
22 
7 
1 
14 
10 
9 
7 
17 
g 
(Relative Weighting) 
It appeared quite strongly as a correlation that those with 
the more "idealistic" aims on this and other questions went 
more frequently with religious belief; drinking; and altruistic 
aims. 
The non-arts people seemed more concerned with the 
"practical and mundane" aims; less with ideaHsm. 
THROUGH 
thL 
j i - W/IM 
B. *Q2.D0 YOU INTEND TO WORK IN AN UNDER-
DEVELOPED COUNTRY OR IN SOME SUCH WAY 
FOR SOME PART OF YOUR GRADUATE LIFE? 
*Q3.IN VIEW OF THE ABOVE, DO YOU HONESTLY 
AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH THIS STATEMENT? 
"We have enjoyed many of the privileges and benefits of an 
affluent and civilized society for the past twenty years; it is 
only reasonable to expect that we should be willing to spend 
our efforts for a few years giving to people who have never had 
these privileges. We have received gladly for a long time: 
this is our opportunity to give. . . . ?" 
Arts 
YES 
Others 
NO 
Arts Others 
Q2. 
Q3. 
M 
5 
7 
5 
7 
M 
2 
7 
F 
1 
2 
M 
9 
6 
F 
10 
8 
M 
15 
9 
F 
2 
- 1 
The much greater number to agree with the statement (3) 
after negating (2) would seem to be significant. 
The altruism of the YES replies coupled with much more 
diffidence than average to the question. 
Nightmare! 7 
DO YOU EXPECT TO FIND FULFILMENT IN LIFE? 
YES NO 
Arts 
M 
5 
F 
10 
Others 
M 
11 
Arts 
M F 
Others 
M 
Again, the arts students, ON AN AVERAGE, were less 
concerned with here and now - readily attainable pleasures, 
fulfilment. 
Mfc.'iiar Sar.f • •5?8& 
C. *Q ARE YOU AT UNI 
* to gain a degree 
* to gain an education 
* to develop a potential for making money in order 
to be "well-off" 
* through family influence for you to come to Uni. 
* because a Uni. education is a highly regarded 
"status" in society. 
Those with aims in life we labelled as "idealistic" showed 
a preponderance of (a) and (b) replies. Those with the other 
set of aims had the majority of ticks to (c), (d) and (e). 
What Is 
the moonlight? 
p . Q. DO YOU DRINK? YES 
Arts 
M 
70% 
F 
60% 
Others 
M 
66% 
"Q. YOUR REASONS FOR DRINKING ARE 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(0 
is) 
* 
* 
* 
Overall 
drift away the cares of living 
more courage to "win on" 
an occasional exaltation 
as a stimulus to sincere and expressive thought 10% 
to give a dimension of insight into life, and 
20% 
8% 
24% 
people and Truth 
it gives you a lyck and makes you feel good 
social pressure 
6% 
26% 
8% 
<a) 
M F 
23 : 15 
13 
(b) 
M F 
6 : 0 
15 
(c) 
M F 
24 : 13 
(d) 
ARTS 
M F 
4 : 15 
OTHERS 
24 4 
(e) 
M F 
5 : 0 
(M) 
10 
(f) 
M F 
23 : 27 
16 
(g) 
M F 
5 : 15 
(Relative Weightings) 
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Is your palate particular ? STUDENT CONSCRIPTS 
*Q. HAVE YOU EXPERIENCED SEXUAL INTERCOURSE? 
YES. 35% Arts M, 15% Arts F, 30% Non-Arts M. 
*Q. HAVE YOU HAD HOMOSEXUAL RELATIONSHIPS? 
YES 6% All M. 
Cod or Religion? 
G. *Q. HOW OFTEN DO YOU READ A BOOK? 
E. *Q. DO YOU SEE GOD AS . . . . 
* Personal 
* A Being 
* An indefinable Spirit 
* A noble figment of man's subjective 
feelings 
* The Witch-Doctor's answer to Superman 
Arts Others 
20 
16 
8 
10 
2 
8 
13 
13 
13 
8 
ARTS M 
F 
OTHERS 
M 
Less than 
one fortnt. 
14% 
13% 
50% 
One-
week 
50% 
607-
1-5 
week 
7% 
13% 
38% 
five 
week 
21% 
13% 
12% 
*Q. WHICH TYPE OF LITERATURE DO YOU PREFER? 
ming to herd 
F. *Q. WHICH FEDERAL POLITICAL PARTY WOULD 
YOU VOTE FOR TODAY? 
ARTS 60% males & females - Liberal/C. P. 
NON-A 80% males - Liberal/C. P. 
- many commenting "want of a better". 
90% opposed Communism violenty or strongly. 
(a) * poetry 
* novels 
* drama 
(b) * modern "popular" 
* classics 
* powerful, earthy realism 
* romantic, sweeping beauty and vision 
* brilliant wit 
* modern "esoteric" 
Arts 
5 
6 
5 
7 
10 
9 
9 
10 
7 
Others 
3 
6 
3 
9 
6 
7 
7 
10 
5 
(Relative Weightings) 
ABORTION CONDEMNED 
We must emphasize that this survey was unable to be 
randomly distributed, and therefore none of its conclusions 
stand as facts. However, the examples cited seemed to be 
fairly closely duplicated in each of 3 samples taken, and 
stand claiming no more than to be pointers in the direction 
of truth. 
I would have poured mij spirit witliout stint 
But not through wounds; not on the cess of war. 
Foreheads of men have bled where no wounds are. 
- OWEN 
Love during war has formed the subject of some ofthe most 
mawkish sentimentality, scatty shallowness and corny musical 
comedy ever to nauseate the public palate. But it has also been 
responsible for some of the greatest films ever screened, 
"Hiroshima, Mon Amour" is one of them. 
I think Resnais "Last Year at Marienbad" said absolutely 
nothing but said it beautifully. Some critics have argued it 
said everything. Could be. But the fact remains Resnais who 
directed it admits it's subject to any number of interpretations 
and he disagrees with his own script writer, Robbe-Grillet, 
on the meaning. Little wonder no one else agrees on its 
meaning either'. 
But in "Hiroshima, Mon Amour", Resnais created a plain-
tive and magnificent love story. It's not a simple film at all, 
however, simplicity is so often artificial. It's subtle and 
complex but it 's also quite clear. "Marienbad" had impact as 
a curiosity piece; "Hiroshima" had the impact of living drama, 
of life itself. 
Resnais expresses the emotions of 'a women not just with 
the brilliant acting of Emmanuelle Riva but THROUGH the 
shots. Brutal war evidence evokes the memory of her first 
love affair 14 years prior. Love grows between her and a 
Japanese architect (well acted by Eiji Okada). But she refuses 
to sacrifice herself to iiis love, claiming that forgetfulness is 
a stronger force, that she Will forget him just as she's 
forgotten her first love - a German soldier shot on Liberation 
Day, as the Japanese have subdued their memory of the atom 
blast. 
But the whole film is a gaping wound showing some things 
are just too ghastly to heal. 
Resnais opens with the appalling chaos of the bomb. II is an 
agonized opening - bitter, savage, painful, like the film clips 
of Nazi concentration camps in "Judgment at Neurenberg". 
The film becomes a juxta-position of present and memory. 
The tragedy of war becomes concentrat'ed as her tragedy. The 
architect's fingers twitch during sleep and she recalls her 
lover's hand convulsing at death as she clung to him, frantically 
kissing the blood that spurted from his lips. Music, photography 
and sound effects mingle the past and present in a mood of 
Proustian nostalgia, shattered with outbursts of anguish. 
Such is Resnais's genius that we feel what she feels not as 
spectators but THROUGH her; how she loses her identity in 
the architect, how she feels that love now would betray her 
former love. 
One scene creates the guilt of our time. She becomes a 
Dostoyevsky of the atomic age when in a love scene she tries 
to punish herself for the maimed victim of Hiroshima: "Devour 
me . . . bruise me until I'm ugly". Her guilt is our guilt. This 
is a very great film indeed - it is part of all of us. 
It is not the purpose of this film to cleanse mankind of guilt. 
Even if it were, it would fail because nothing can destroy a 
tragic memory. 
Graham Rowlands 
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A 
DEAD BODY 
POLITIC 
— being a constructive rubbishing of 
politics on the campus of the University 
of Queensland. 
Within the last month three debates 
on Vietnam have been held at the 
Queensland University, all have drawn 
crowds of interested staff and students. 
One wonders whether there is*any 
significant correlation between the 
number of students at the Vietnam 
debates and the degree of infer me dness 
among students with respect to political 
issues. 
Because of the nature of their set 
University courses, most students are 
dependant for their political education 
on their own reading and those pro-
grammes offered by the various political 
clubs of the University. What sorts of 
programmes are offered by those 
political clubs? Do they assist people 
desirous of studying particular political 
issues at depth? (The only level at 
which any issues should be studied at 
a University anyway.) Taking in a broad 
sweep of the field, and so oversimpli-
fying the situation, it seems to me that 
the programmes of the political clubs 
of this University can be categorised 
as follows :-
(1) Public Lectures (usually in lunch 
hours) by either staff or visiting 
speakers, generally on concrete issues 
such as "The Brisbane Town Plan", 
"Wharfies are not responsible for 
waterside stoppages", "How to develop 
New Guinea". Political theory usually 
receives fairly short shift at lunch-hour 
lectures, since it is (perhaps rightly) 
assumed thatstudents will come to hear 
about bread-and-butter issues, rather 
then to hear expositions of, say, Aris-
totle's Politics. Lunch hour lectures 
are the staple diet of every political 
club at this University. 
While a public lecture lasts, it may 
be stimulating. But it's frequently 
spectator-sport stuff, like watching a 
game of Rugby - you go away having 
enjoyed yourself, but not having learned 
much really. This is not surprising, 
since no-one can do anything approaching 
justice to practically any political issue 
within the space of 30 or 40 minutes. 
(2) Debates are very similar to public 
lectures, only more exciting while they 
last; more sparks fly from two stones 
clashing than from one on its own. 
(3) Parties run by political clubs are 
frequently open to anyone willing to 
contribute a few "botts'-.It's only meet 
and proper, however, that discussions 
tend to become less political and less 
well-informed as the evening swings 
along. 
(4) Occasional Public Demonstrations 
are made by protest-groups. Student 
demonstrations are extremely in-
frequent inQueensIand; they don't seem 
important to many students at all, even 
those deeply involved in political think-
ing and discussions at the University. 
(Has the parousia hit Queensland al-
ready?) 
CAREERS IN BANKING 
WITH 
A*N*Z BANK 
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Graduates are now available in the Branch Sphere of General 
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Entrants will receive accelerated training to equip them for 
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Starting Salary: £1600 
Applicants may apply to the Staflf Offlcsr, Divisional Offlce. 
A.N.Z. Bunk, Cnr. Queeii and Creek Streets, Brisbane. 
Phone; 31 2891. 
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND BANK LIMITED 
(5) General meetings are sometimes 
held to formulate "club policy" on 
specific issued, e.g. the Labor Club's 
meeting on "AVhite Australia" and 
Vietnam. Such meetings, being res-
tricted to members only, involve a 
very small number of students indeed.. 
(6) The Political Student. The magazine 
of the Political Science Club, probably 
represents the best of studetit political 
thinkingat the University of Queensland. 
I know, however, of no Pol. Student 
editor who has not been driven almost 
to distraction in trying to elicit articles 
from the unimaginative and unwilling 
students of this University. 
It seems to me that the programmes 
offered by the political clubs of this 
University are not really strong meat 
for the serious student unable to take 
Pol. Science units within his degree 
course. 
A student interested, for example, 
in understanding the nature of Indonesian 
social and Political life has to content 
himself with a 40 minute lunch hour 
address from the Indonesian Military 
Attache. Without guidance from some-
one "in the know", any attempts he 
himself makes to read up on Indonesia 
will usually be highly disorganised and 
unbalanced. 
Might I, on behalf of the political 
amateurs of the University, make a 
suggestion to the Political Science Club 
or the 1066club. Would either of these 
clubs utilize those academic staff who 
are deeply interested in the University 
and its students (and there are not a few 
such people around) to set up a pro-
gramme of seminar courses on political 
subjects during lunch-hours.week-ends, • 
or early evenings. Such courses might 
run throughout the whote of a University 
term, and would address themselves 
particularly to the needs and interests >• 
of those students, who, because of the 
nature of their University courses, are 
unable to take Political Science units 
while at University (e.g. Meds., Vets., 
Engineers). Issues these groups would 
consider might be the Vietnam situation, 
or Indonesian social and political struc-
Jtures; perhaps Aristotle, Locke, or 
Marx could be studied. Similar courses 
on Political literary, and religious sub-
jects have been successfully run by the 
Canadian Students,Christian Movement 
in recent years. It seems to me that a 
politically uncommitted club such as 
Pol. Science or 1066 would be in a more 
favourable position to organise such, a 
programme than would be a club com- " 
mitted to specific political or religious 
lines. 
Well, gentlemen of the political clubs 
of the University of Queensland, 1 have, 
to some extent rubbished your achieve-
ments. I beg of you don't rubbish my 
idealism. 
Glen Williams 
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REVIEWS 
r music 
YOUTH CONCERT 
After the disappointing concerts of 
pianist Paul Serebryakov, it was a 
pleasure to hear, and watch the sure 
conducting of Willem vanOtterloo in a 
balanced and interesting programme. 
Beethoven's Eroica Symphony was 
the big work of the concert and its 
performance showed the conductor's 
fine judgment of tempi, and his control 
of dynamics. The orchestra played 
well and the horns managed their Trio 
with unusual success. 
In Mendelssohn's "Rug Bias" Over-
ture, the brass chording was crisp, 
but not coarse, and there was warm 
tone from the cellos in the second 
subject. 
The Wagner which followed had 
rather too much Siegfried and not 
enough Idyll; the degree of tranquility 
this piece needs wasn't there. 
John Robertson was the soloist in 
Haydn's Trumpet Concerto. Besides 
dextrous handling of passage work, he 
could produce beautifql soft tone from 
his instrument; but from this it was a 
quick step to some exceedingly rough 
sounds in all too frequent triple-forte 
playing. This gave a blatant edge to 
what can be a delightfully fresh work. 
Gerald Glynn 
VIENNA OCTET 
The concert given by the Vienna Octet 
for Musica Viva on 15th July, 12 slightly 
disappointing, more because of the 
items chosen for the programme than 
for the quality of the playing. Marcel 
Poot's Octet was the first work 
presented, and the kindest thing one 
could say about it is that it is most 
decidedly not a monumental compositioa 
In fact, the difficulties with which it 
confronts the performers seem to be 
hardly worth the effort. All that it 
demonstrated was the excellent breath 
control and pitch sensitivity of the 
Octet's wind players. 
Mozart's Divertimento No. 7 in D 
was an appropriate vehicle for revealing 
the technical virtuosity ofthe musicians, 
an added bonus being a quite lovely 
treatment of the opening largo of the 
first movement. A criticism is that the 
double bass player should have provided 
a little more reinforcement when he 
and the cellist were playing an octave 
apart. 
One is left in no doubt as to why the 
Vietma Octet's recording of Beethoven's 
Septet in E flat was awarded the Grand 
Prix du Wisque. Phrasing and dynamics 
were dealth with in a most competent 
fashion, without being overdone, and 
tempi were extremely well chosen. This 
atmosphere of artistic accomplishment 
was maintained when we were treated 
to an encore, the Schergo from Schu-
bert's Octet (in F major, if my sense 
of pitch did not desert me), and the 
result was that the comparative musical 
barrenness of the Poot was easily com-
pensated for. Perhaps the programme 
was arranged by someone who was 
aware that recency outweighs primacy? 
Rod Hardaker 
theatre ] 
THE SPORT OF MY MAD MOTHER 
Sometimes it seems a pity that we're 
so anxious to find a coherent statement 
in modern plays; if we could simply 
relax into the stage mood, presentations 
like The Sport of My Mad Mother would 
be much less disturbing. This particular 
play is made up of a series of violent 
changes of mood expressed through 
"stylised" language and through con-
trolled almost ritualistic movement: 
rhythmic variations in language are 
translated within the play's context into 
movements. Plot interest is low, the 
situation drama is static. The charac-
ters, strong in themselves, are inter-
esting to a slight extent; the main hold 
over the audience is a vicarious par-
ticipation in the exuberant horse-play. 
Tragedy is nowhere approached; some 
cliched soul-stirring dialogue, im-
probable in context, prevents this; the 
elements of game - in the schoolroom 
scene for ijistance - and of absurdity -
the perm - are riotously funny. Wliich 
is to say that the play's entertainment 
value is high. 
Dramsoc's production was extremely 
polished; movement.was handled com-
petently and vigorously, something 
after the West Side Story technique. 
Timing slipped occasionally and at 
times audibility failed; overall though 
-a vei'y satisfying production of an al-
most meaningless if expressive play. 
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University Students — if 
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Improve Your Memory 
Study Easier 
FREE advice, stop smoking the easy way; 
ring Hypnotic Clinic, 97-7836, also 5-3298, 
also Hypnotism can help insomnia, migraine, 
asthma, fears, alcoholism, shyness, and all 
nervous complaints; ring Chris. Leon, Pre-
sident of B.H.C. Hypnotic Clinic, 1053 
Logan Road, Holland Park (tram stop 35). 
It was at the Bellvue, and it was run 
by Liz Taylor. I don't mention that just 
because I like name-dropping. You 
can't do that in Semper 'cause the rev. 
Toohey's agin it. But when you've got 
a name like that these days, the best 
thing you can do with it is drop it. 
Anyway we're all sitting around like 
penguins interspersed among gladioli 
when Afrodite spirals in with the look 
of Bacchus in her eyes and begins 
scooping up the blossoms that were 
decorating the tables and stuffing them 
down her bosom. That'll stop David, 
she said. It might've; but it started the 
rest of us. 
Then one of the penguins got up to 
speak. And as he was speaking his 
dinner jacket began to change shape 
and grow lighter in colour, and, eureka, 
there in front of us stood Socrates 
himself. Mr. Socrates said he was sad 
about .the way we misrepresented the 
Ancients, especially his old buddies 
from Athens. They weren't like this, 
he declared, sweeping us up with one 
gaze and dumping us in the trash-can. 
Bored stiff, they would've been if they 
were here tonite; he stormed on, mis-
spelling'. Whereupon he ripped off his 
toga and jumped up on the table, did a 
wild bacchinalian drinking jig from the 
score of the Symposium and collapsed 
full lengthy in front the most beautiful 
wench in the room, reclining on one 
and panting. He, nor her. 
He went on: Why if we were in Athens 
tonite by this time I'd know the name of 
this gassy little gunaikos here and be 
making off. He rolled over the other 
sidq and came upright on the floor 
between the tables, turning slowly round 
and round. We Greeks really had the 
clues on life and love, he began again, 
as the penguins all clucked frantically 
about and made for the door He 
opened his mouth again but his eyelids 
drooped and he reeled slightly. A few 
minutes later he rolled under the table. 
I could see his sandals changing back 
into the old pointed-toe shoes, con-
strictive as ever. 
by Hoi Polloi 
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T^ |he writer of this article, a university student, has 
experienced mental illness. What is stated here is not, per-
haps, the attitude of a professional person to mental illness, 
but that of an ordinary person; how he reacts to it, feels 
about it, and the effect it has on his life and family. This 
article is meant to show you, in addition, the need for an 
educated community attitude regarding mental illness. 
From reliable American and Australian sources it has 
been stated that half the'hospital beds, in both countries, are 
occupied by people with some sort of mental illness. It is 
currently thought, too, that the greater the complexity of 
society and the pressures of life, the greater the incidence 
of mental ill-health. Yet the general public have many mis-
conceptions about mental illness. 
It has to be admitted that mentally ill people are not 
people who attract sympathy and the desire to help in others. 
In fact they often repel others rather than evoke sympathy. 
The mentally ill person, it could be said, is being "in a 
vacuum". He does not contribute anything to society in gen-
eral and does not get much satisfaction out of living person-
ally. The various feelings accompanying mental illness are 
not separate entities, but are closely connected. They are 
personal feelings and it must be remembered that each 
individual reacts differently to mental illness; and also 
that there are many kinds of mental illness. 
These feelings, be they causal or resultant, compatible 
or incompatible, are : isolation, failure, dependency and 
worry. The feeling of isolation may be the end result of all 
the other feelings. Isolation not only from the rest of the 
community but from oneself. A disturbed person's thoughts 
are completely removed (or appear to be) from himself and 
his behaviour. A very real sense of failure develops 
because of a person's inability to cope. This may be because 
he is faced with too much stress over a very short period of 
time. He is completely dependent on others for all he may 
be lacking. The other feeling - worry - is basic to almost 
all of the feelings accompanying mental illness. Things he 
has always done successfully and even the basic everyday 
activities and contacts with people become a great strain 
for him. In spite of these worrying feelings about life and 
people, most disturbed people must be with others - they 
hate to be alone. 
The effect mental illness may have on a person's family 
cannot be overlooked. In some ways it can be a more dis-
tressing experience for them than for the sick person.He has, 
in a way, the protection of his inability to think properly;but 
his family sees these feelings and how they are affecting 
him. All these feelings may be obvious to a normal or. r e -
covered person, but the sick person may or may not accept 
them as being exaggerated in his case - that is , he cannot 
see the abnormality and extremity of his feelings. This may 
lead to a rejection of, or failure to seek, help. A person 
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who has always coped with life is not likely to think to him -
self "I am mentally ill.'" His conception of mental illness 
may possibly consist of people sitting unkempt en the floor; 
locked, dark rooms, and bars. This may be true to some 
extent but it does not really convey an adequate picture. 
There is a human tendency to think about frightening ill-
nesses as affecting others but not oneself. 
Recovery is perhaps the most difficult and distressing 
aspect of mental illness - yet it can be the most rewarding 
and satisfying experience. The recovering person knows 
what it is like to be alive, but feei "dead". Without the pow-
er of thought, just how important is a person to himself and 
to others? He has nothing to give; no resources of his to rely 
upon. In spite of his deficiency in thought, the recovering 
person reaches a stage where he can see what he is like then 
and what he was like before illness. There is a period of 
self-doubt-horrifying doubt - as to whether he will recover 
and if he does, to what extent. To know what it is like to live 
as a normal person; to lose all confidence and ability to cope; 
and then feel that perhaps this ability will never be regained, 
is very difficult to accept. 
One of the things that can seriously marr recovery is the 
attitude of people to the mentally ill person. It is true that 
the sick or recovered person is over-sensitive to some ex-
tent, especially as regards mental illness. This may be jus-
tified, when we consider the general attitude to mental ill-
ness. When starting the recovery stage, especially if the 
individual returns to life before he is well enough to cope, 
people's attitudes may greatly affect him and lengthen the 
period of recovery. It is a human trait for people to say they 
understand things they could not possibly understand and to 
give unrequested advice freely. Healthy people accept this 
for its true worth -sick people cannot. The advice generally 
given is on subjects that the sick person is very worried 
about anyway; he needs to be able to think arid accept these 
worrying subjects himself before he is capable of listening 
even sometimes to his psychiatrist or family. 
In this period of recovery and doubt about the future 
one should not be too skeptical about people who attempt 
suicide or bodily harm. If the sick person feels that it is 
doubtful whether he will ever recover and, in addition, is 
faced with problems before he can cope with them, he can 
become overwhelmed by a s6nse of frustration and worth-
lessness. The only relief from these thoughts, if too dis-
tressing and unbearable, is to temporarily or permanently 
escape from them. 
Another point which cannot be ignored is the "shame" 
accompanying mental illness. Maybe this is inevitable if 
the sick person regards his illness as a personal failure 
(which in fact is rarely is). This is heightened by every-
day colloquial expressions and derisive terms referring 
to mental institutions and the mentally ill. Is it because we 
are brought up with this 'dark-ages' type view that we 
regard mental illness as incorporating to varying degrees 
'shame'? Qr do we just disregard mental illness altogether 
and refuse to think about it because it is not a pleasant 
subject? The stigma of mental illness might be one of the 
first things to be removed with a more frank and honest 
approach to mental illness as such. 
The ideal view is that everyone has the right to 'good 
health' in an affluent society; and 'free-hespitalization' is 
the pride and joy of the community we live in. In the 
writer 's opinion (which may be biassed) 'good health' in-
cludes physical health but not mental health. For good 
standards of mental health, it has to be realized that i t is 
not only important to have adequate hospital facilities;but 
that there is an equal need for an educated approach 
towards this problem. 
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me to point^the^ipple out to him,' 
*I would. My glasses are not strong enough.' 
'There. See?^-
'The girl is defonned in that event.* 
*I submit it is vei^ Btclearly shown in my copy. If it is not, it 
represents one.' —.. 55%ji.. 
Does Your Honour see what-my. friend means?* 
The "Chief Justice: 1 can see-what he means, I would say 
it is probably a nijiple, but I- do not know whether it is &e 
right place for it* "~ ^ 
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Her head still shook rhythmically. "No questions," 
she said again. "Aiiything else." She studied my face 
again, earnestly, for a couple more seconds. "Virility." 
She said the word idyer to herself three times slowly. 
"Maybe thafs it. Mything you want, you can have, but 
no questions. What|would you Hke, Danny Boyd?" 
She raised her a ^ and pulled the black sweater over 
her head in one swb jerk. Fd been right about a couple 
of things the firstjEhne I saw her. She didn't wear a bra, 
and that breath^^g uptilt was real. 
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^re are times, according to some no-good lying 
then I get a stupid look on my face. But this time 
iciust have been stupefied. Charity Adam caught the 
l ^ k ^b.iS., but she didn't read it ri^t. "Fm sorry," she 
"" "" u want me to take off the rest of my clothes, 
m 
"cover-drl of one issue, jayn< 
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^ d the scarlet pants and pulled them down 
t ^ ^ r Mdes, then stepped out of them daintily. That left 
g in a minute pair of blue silk briefs, 
d my tiiroat hoarsely. "Look," I said, "I— "^ 
erstand," she said politely. "You'd rather I kept 
n for a while; or maybe you'd rather take them 
me? Whatever you like, Danny Boyd. Anything 
jp^wantl" 
^l^here was only one thing left to do, so I did it. I hauled 
p: and slapped her face with an open palm. It made a 
lo^d, pamful sound as it whipped her head to one side. 
She stood stunned for a moment, then dissolved into 
tears. I let her cry for a time, until she'd quieted down a 
little, tiien I said, "All right. So ^ e r e is Vernon?" 
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also a IM notice 
The Annual Council Meeting of NUAUS will 
be held in Melbourne from the 2Ist - 23rd August, 
University of Queensland Union will send four 
delegates, thc President (David Weedon), the 
President-elect, the Local NUAUS Secretary {Peter 
McCawley) and the Local Education and Welfare 
Officer (Keith Casteen). 
From 18th-20th, the Council will be preceeded 
by a trial, Education Seminar. The topics for this 
seminar include "University Teaching and Learn-
ing", "Technical Education" and "NUAUS Educa-
tional Policy" 
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Newman Society - Anglican Society - Student Christian Movement 
J O I N T C O N F ' E R E N C E 
WHERE: 
WHEN: 
THEME: 
Noosa Heads 
Thursday 26th - Sunday 29th August. 
URBAN LIVING. 
TRANSPORT: Buses will leave from the University - outside the 
Anatomy Building at 1 p.m, Thursday 26th. 
(There will also be a stop at the corner of Eagle & 
Queen Streets, City.) 
Bus(es) will leave from Eagle Street at 6. 00 p .m. 
Friday 27th also. 
In addition to August Council, the Local .NUAUS 
Secretaries will stay on for an extra day to discuss 
problems connected with their office. 
There has been widespread dissatisfaction with 
the way NUAUS has operated in the past, and 
various proposab for reform will be discussed in 
Melbourne. Earlier in the year, representatives 
from Sydney, Melbourne, Western Australia and 
Queensland met to discuss the situation. It seems 
COST: £3/5 / - (including £1/- / -Deposi t ) . 
('Phone : 95 5104) 
that many of 'he reforms suggested by this group 
will have to be accepted by the smaller delega-
tions, or withdrawals from NUAUS by some of the 
larger delegations is likely. 
Such withdrawals would come as 
. financial blow to NUAUS. a severe 
NUAUS - PUBLICATIONS OFFICER 
Be big time: Be a National Officer of NUAUS.' NUAUS needs a 
Publications Officer, 
whose general duties would be: "To investigate and advise on the form 
of NUAUS Publications as from time to time directed by the President 
and to edit, publish and supervise the distribution of such publications" 
APPLY TO UNION OFFICE BEFORE THE END OF TERM 
"G.R. HULBERT BURSARY" 1965 
The University of Queensland Sports Union wish 
to announce that the "G.R. Hulbert Buisary" 
Committee have awarded the Bursary for 1965 to 
Mr. John Sedgman. 
M. Morris 
Hon. Secretary, U.Q.S.U. 
A string of pearls was lost in 
either the Library or the Union 
Building on Thursday, 22nd July, 
Finder please contact Ruth 
Cilbertson, 5.4673» ext. 79. 
Factory — Wholesale — To You Clothing 
Tailoring Slightly Extra 
MAXIMUM 
Disc. 
TO 
SUITS 
Retail Whoresale Discount 
28 Cns. £16/10/0 £12/18/0 
TROUSERS £6/19/6 £4/10/0 
(All Styles) 
£2/9/6 
Disc. 
Direct Selling 
From Warehouses 
PETER SHEARER 
PTY. LTD. 
1st FLOOR, CITY CHAMBERS, 
230 EDWARD ST., BRISBANE 
SHORTS 99/11 59/6 £2/0/0 
KNITWEAR SHIRTS SOX SHOES 
25% Discount 
DOCTORS, DENTAL, SURGICAL & 
SAC COATS All Available 
25% Discount 
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GO I 
FREE TOUR OF NEW GUINEA 
FREE ACCOMMODATION. 
REDUCED AIR FARES. 
Much time and effort has already 
been put into organising, on a National 
level, work camps for January 1966. 
These work camps not only benefit those 
Australian University students taking 
part, but also all sections of the Papua-
New Guinea community, and not the 
least the students of the Tertiary 
Students Federation and the NEW UNI-
VERSITY. 
These "working holidays" are very 
popular at other universities throughout 
the world, and it is expected that from 
200 to 300 students from all over Aus-
tralia will go to Papua-New Guinea in 
January. With the exception of Towns-
vilie, we are the closest University to 
New Guinea, As a result, we are the 
ones to send the biggest group to New 
Guines as fares will be cheaper. If we 
aretomake the best use of NUAUS, this 
is one of the ways in which we can help 
ourselves. After all by participating in 
this project we get to help others, and 
at the same time have an inexpensive 
holiday in a country, our next door 
neighbour,with very different conditions 
from our own. 
The project envisages from January 
.1966 
(a) Common Room Work: At the Admi-
nistrative college, June Valley, Port 
Moresby, about fifty Australian students 
will work for approximately 3 weeks 
with fifty students frosn the Territory, 
to construct a student common room. 
' The administration has granted £3000 
on a £ for £ basis, also there are in-
dications that should an amount in 
excess of £3000 be raised the admini-
stration will consider raising its dona-
tion. Plans are at present being drawn 
up by the administration architect. The 
actual length of this project is not known 
as yet, and if it is to take a month or 
so, then we shall investigate the possi-
bility of having 2 parties of workers -
one for the first fortnight and another 
for the last couple of weeks. 
(b) Work Camps with Local Government 
Councils: The plan is to send 10 to 15 
students to live in villages as guests of 
the councils and construct an aid post, 
hand pump, ditch or similar project. 
The main idea is to live in a village. 
Students in these groups will spend two 
weeks on a project and then A WEEKS 
HOLIDAY in a homestay ih various 
palatial homes around other parts of 
the territory to that of their camp. 
(c) Homestays: Either after a work camp 
or as separate scheme, it is hoped to 
arrange homestays for Australian 
students with people in several regions 
e.g. highlands, lowlands, islands. Al-
ready offers have been made by Aus-
tralians living in Goroka and Mt. Hagen 
to arrange these homestays. 
(c) Solomon Islands: This year a project 
will most likely be in the Solomon 
Islands. The British High Commission 
has indicated its interest and it is 
expected its approval for a work camp 
in January will be forth-coming. 
All the above work camps will be 
held from the first week in January to 
approximately the third week. The time 
will vary with the project. The Solomon 
Islands will probably be work for two 
weeks and homestay for a week or ten 
days. 
This is your BIG opportunity, so 
don't miss out. For information or 
application leave your messages at 
Union Office of "Papua - New Guinea 
Scheme". 
Lance Winter, 
Local Qld. Travel Officer NUAUS 
DENTIST ASHGROVE 
29th July, 1965. 
K5 tn%M. P.rl«l .xtracUd ov.r 
•° '«SMSS,1S~n tM« without .«.ptlon 
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base ball 
Finally all gi'ades are starting to 
play top baseball. It is pleasing to see 
out A Gracte side topple ihe two leading 
teams "All Stars" and "Victory Souths" 
in their last two games, and now emerge 
as a definite semi-final prospect. The 
splendid fielding of Mike Thomsett and 
Don Keyes has beena highlight of these 
games, and Bob Pearson's pitching was 
full of merit. 
The B Grade are still playing well 
and it is pleasing to see young Bill Kelly 
performingsowell along with I^e Davis 
and Tony Watt. The C Grade are also 
improving and should reach their peak 
for the finals. John Down and Don 
Spencer appear to be holding the team 
together. 
The fourth and fifth graders show 
much promise, and players like Joe 
Aisia, BobStaib, Mike Grommelin and 
Rob English should hold their own in 
thc higher grades next season. Mike 
Terry's gi'cat leadership must not go 
unmentioned. 
In tho field of social activity there 
will be a BAR-B-QUE held on Friday, 
nth August at Wave 11 Heights, behind 
the Wave 11 Heights Bowling Club of 
Edinburgh Castle Road. It promises to 
be a great end of term show, and all 
arc welcome.If you are seeking realx-
ating over the vacation come along and 
see our Inter-Varsity side in action at 
the Uni. from August 16th to 20th. 
BAR-B-Q 
THIS FRIDAY 
If 
> 
% 
% 
[UDOER 
K ^y Peter //ev^art/ 
lB-9atlI0pm; 
3 n i T*fTw 
2nd Sept. > 
EXECUTIVE 
PRESIDENT 
Roger Woodgate 
THE 55th COUNCIL 
GENERAL VICE PRESIDENl' 
Michael Oley 
ST. LUCIA VICE PRESIDENT; 
FULL TIME 
Ron Marshall 
PART Tirvffi 
Bryan Baker 
HERSTON VICE PRESIDENT 
Terry Frost 
HONORARY SECRETARY 
Allan Mikkeisen 
HONORARY TREASURER 
Recotmt this week 
FACULTY REPS 
AGRICULTURE 
C.G.Blunt 
ARCHITECTURE 
W. J ,Gamer 
ARTS " FULL TIME 
M.J.Collier 
J.P.Barry 
A.J.Nucifora 
ARTS - PART TIME 
A.R.Henderson 
P.J.Mines 
G.BoSterling 
A.H.Vicks 
COMMERCE •> FULL TIME 
T.E.McCarthy 
COMMERCE - PART TIME 
R.J.MacLeod 
EDUCATION - FULL" TIME 
I 
N.P.Herron 
EDUCATION - PART TIME 
M.A.Colston 
D.C.Guyatt 
ENGINEERING 
G.E.Haigh 
M.Iliff 
J. Row 
F.R.Gardiner 
MEDICINE 
P.G.Chui'ven 
H.J.Kemp 
V.E.Ryan 
P.K.Shepherd 
PHARMACY 
R.A.Hawkins 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
G.F.Brookes 
PHYSIOTHERAPY 
J.Cartwright 
SCIENCE •- FULL TDIE 
A.J.Eales 
J.R.English 
R.J.Nicholls 
SCIENCE - PART TIME 
D.K.O'Toole 
T.P.Rout 
VETERINARY SCIENCE 
P.Geddes 
K X X X X x y y y )c/if f v>f >f^KK 
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WHEN you are out hitch-hiking on 
a well-used roqd, how many cars 
drive by before one stops? 
So simply is revealed naked 
this CHRISTIAN society. 
How many around you sit in a 
tram while an old woman stands? 
We grasp each drop of our 
miserable wealth while we live in a 
world with people starving 
we rejoice in killing people of 
other politics; of other colour -
and we gladly match young life with 
futile death. 
It is sickenly croaked that this is 
"human nature" (the nature God 
created in his own image). What 
is the point of a great ideal if just 
to flout with the Universal Dispen-
sation - "Human Nature"? Either 
we acknowledge and act on what is 
Good; or we act as our selfishness 
and transient whims incline - and 
wherein are we better than animals? 
One hopes the users mean "Animal 
Nature^' 
word? 
is human so debased a 
We fulfill the simply-beautiful 
precept 
' little children, love one 
another" — 
when we prefer to see fighting, 
and killing and suffering in Vietnajn 
rather than educational or even 
medical aid 
when we are content to have 
the aboriginal people of this country 
tucked away in squalid shanty-towns: 
the old bereft of life:" the young 
devoid of hope 
when we devote our vast 
resources ("insufficient for THESE 
purposes') to buying Mirage jets, 
C .F . Adams destroyers, modern 
artillery, machine-guns . . . . and 
bayonets -
that we might the better embody 
our principle of life 
"thou Shalt Love the Lord thy God 
with all thy heart and with all 
thy mind and with all thy strength 
What a god WE "love".' 
. . . that we might better embody 
our principle of life 
' thou shalt Love . . thy neigh-
bour as thyself" 
What a SELF we love t 
the unheroicdead "who. Hdf^ f^he guns 
' •« ' * -"^7. ." . ; 
those doomed, conscripted7^>uhvictorious ones 
welt mieht the dead who struggled in the slime 
rise and deride this sepulchre of crime 
sassoon 
